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My Brother's

The victims of hurricanes Katrina and

Keeper

down to write this.

Rita were in our minds and hearts as I sat

Among the many campus discussions
surrounding the disaster was an "Ethics
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at Noon" discussion on "Race, Rescue, and the Moral Purpose of Government"
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sponsored by Markkula Center for Applied Ethics. The participants posed some

Margaret Avritt

complicated questions, including "What exactly does it mean to be my brother's
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keeper?"Why, they wondered, should all American taxpayers pay for a multi-billion
dollar levee system to protect a city below sea level? (They posed that question as
they sat virtually atop the Loma Prieta fault.)
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PHOTOGRAPHER

Charles Barry

One thing was clear: Santa Clara University wanted to help however it could. Like
other state-owned, secular and religious institutions nationwide, SCU agreed that it
was our moral responsibility to provide students from the hurricane-affected institu
tions the opportunity to continue their educations. We are temporarily hosting 44
undergraduates and three graduate students from institutions such as Loyola New
Orleans and Tulane. Some of these students are Bay Area residents who hadn't yet
left California when Katrina struck. Others are Gulf Coast residents who had never
been in California before and have lost virtually all their possessions.
SCU moved quickly to meet the various academic and financial needs of these students.
University employees met them at the airport. We organized a special orientation
and class registration session. We found on- and off-campus housing for all who
needed it. We waived tuition and, in some cases, room and board. In addition to
cash gifts (which, as of this writing, were in excess of $16S,000), SCU alumni and
donors provided numerous gift cards that were distributed before we shuttled the
students to Target and Valley Fair Shopping Mall for shopping.
One visiting freshman said, "It's so beautiful here. I love the mountains and the
weather. I don't know if I can go back to New Orleans after seeing this." Which
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makes me wonder, how many hurricane-affected students in colleges nationwide
are pondering whether to stay at their host schools rather than returning to the

Santa Clara University. a comprehensive Jesuit, Catholic university 1000tt:d

Gulf Coast? What would happen to hurricane-affected institutions if significant

graduate curricula in arts and sciences, business, and engineering , plu s

numbers of students failed to return?

in California's Silicon Valley, offers its 8,213 students rigorous undN

master's and law degrees. Distinguished nationally by the third -highest
graduation rate among all

Sometimes being your brother's keeper is complicated.
Warm regards,

u.s. master's universities, California's oldest

higher education institution demonstrates faith-inspired values of
ethics and social justice. For more information, see www.scu.edu.
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After America
by Deepa Arora. Thomas J. Reese, S.J., the
former editor of the Jesuit weekly magazine,
America, is spending a sabbatical year at SCU .
He sat down for an exclusive interview with
SCM to reflect on what he has witnessed,
what inspires him, and the future of the Church.

A Half-Century of Art
and History at SCU

by Victoria Hendel De La O. "Through its exh i
bitions and collections, the museum allows
students and faculty to expand the walls of
the cla ssroom," says Rebecca M . Schapp,
director of the de Saisset Museum, which is
celebrating its 50th year.

Sense of the Twenty
18 Making
First Century By Making
Sense of Oneself
by Eric O. Hanson, Patrick A. Donohoe, 5.1.,

Professor of Political Science at SCU. An educa
tion for the twenty-first century must foster
intelligence and spirituality, global and local
visions, technological and traditional forms of
expression, and lifelong learning for service
and for its own sake.
Thomas J. Reese, S.J., Catholic scholar
and former editor of America.

2 Letters

On the Web
Givi,ng Back Former Congressman and White House
Chief of Staff Leon Panetta '60, J.D. '63 teaches a political
science course at scu every fall. He says it allows him "to
stay in touch with a generation that ultimately is very
important to the future of our democracy."
.JLis it www.santaclarama
.
~ a Web-exclusive interview with Panetta .
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Read more letters online The magazine's Web site, www.santaclaramagazine.com. features more
reader responses to articles. Click the "Letters" link on the left side of the page.

Is this Ignatian poverty?
I am disappointed to see that the
Jesuit Community at SCU is asking
us to finance their dream house to
the tune of $12 million ("Campaign
funded projects support SCU's mis
sion ," Fall 2005). \l\lith a community
of about 40 members, that averages
to roughly $300,000 per Jesuit. Even
with inflated housing prices, they
could buy individual houses for less
and be quite comfortable. Is this what
Ignatian poverty has come to?
JAMES ANDERSON MURPHY

'69

Chaplain, Sacred! Heart Medical Center
Spokane, Wash .

RAMAC Memories
Your Fall 2005 story on the Rt\MAC
disk drive ("The Drive to Create")
brought back a couple of memories.
In 1957, during my 14 years of engi
neering employment at Westinghouse
Electric in Sunnyvale, one of Illy
projects was design of a 2 horsepower
"inside-out" electric motor as an alter
native to the motor then being used
to power the original RM1AC. (Its
rotating member, carrying the storage
disks, was external; the main stationary
winding was internal.) \Ne didn't get
the contract, though we did meet to

To Our Readers:
We welcome your letters in response to
articles. We print a representative selection
of letters as space allows. Please limit copy
to 200 words and include your hometown
and class year (if appropriate) in your letter.
Address correspondence to The Editor, Santa
Clara Magazine, Santa Clara University,
Santa Clara, CA, 95053-1500; fax, 408-554
5464; e-mail, scmagazine@scu.edu. We
may edit letters for style, clarity, civility, and
length. Questions? Call 408-551-1840.
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discuss the design with the 113M team
at 99 Notre Dame Ave.
T he other memory came from the
picture on page 8, showing the late
Manning Hennes. He taught at Santa
Clara for years (which, surprisingly,
your article did not mention), includ
ing several of my classes, and he is
pictured in your article exactly as he
always looked in the classroom.
R. L.

NA l LEN

'50

,

11'. ' 1 '-",1 "

Ediur,.~,

note: According to Santa Clam
University A1'chives, Ricbard l'vlmming
l-lel71tes taught mathematics at SCUfrom
1935-19 54. f# regret the o11ti~:l'iOll. 111
addition, the pbotograpb oftbe RAMA C
il1 tbe Hoagland article should bav(' had
tbe pboto C1'edit: "William C. Ey7llml1l
photogmpb, Sa11ta Clam Ul1ive1'Ji~)'
An'bives. "

Sorry to see Hoagland go
I was surprised to see
that Al Hoagland is
retiring ("The Drive to
Create," Fall 2005). His
name was ever present
in my house growing
up. My dad, Raymond
Yarbrough, worked with him at the
Institute for Informa tion Storage
Technology, and both my sister,
An ne, and I spent many hours there
transcribing lectures and becoming
immersed in the then nascent personal
computing world.
It is truly ,1 sad day for Santa Clara.
I wish him all the best.

'93

(submitted through santaclaramagazine.com)
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Watch your language
"Jewsuits" is an unfortunate word
and a little uncomfortable ("The
Familiar Stranger," Fall 2005). Our
tradition does not need any new con
fusing terms such as "Jews for Jesus"
or "Messianic Jews." Reme mber, the
word "Jesuit" is derived from the word
"J esus." Additionally, I really do think
that the elitist reference to "Society of
Jesus Catholicism" is inappropriate.
No one group has a special handle on
intellectual curiosity and social justice.
The "tikkun olam" ("repairing the
world") described by Valedictorian
Chris Wall (After 'Words, Fall 2005)
reflects a life of learning, love, and
action. He has a "still small voice,"
and we are honored that this was
nurtured at Santa Clara.
AVRAHAM GIANNINI '62

San Francisco

•
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Locatelli highlights
alumnus at
convocation

U

niversity President Paul
Locatelli, S.]., delivered the
an nual convocation address, "The
Catholic University of the 21st
Century: Educating for Solidarity,"
on September 13 to faculty and on
September 19 to the University
community.
Father Locatelli highlighted the
e-mail he had received from Michael
Wiesner 'OS, who had contacted him
in September while helping Hurricane
Katrina victims in Louisiana. The
former student wrote of how his Santa
Clara experiences helped him:
"About two hours ago, 16 hours on
our feet, we saved a one-month-old
infant from an unnecessary death in
one of the shelters. I was trained in
emergency medicine [at Santa Clara].
I've toured four di fferent shelters
in different corners of this state, and
the ones that have it together are
the ones backed by solid community
volunteers ... Though you and I come
from different faiths, I wanted to per
sonally let you know that love is S,]V
ing thousands of lives over here. This
love seems to blind people from ethnic
and religious divides, and the situation
is one of absolute altruism.
The feeling I have here reminds
me of a certain time as a student
at SCD: waking up at 3:30 a.m. in
Graham 401 [when my] EMS pager
[went off!. My message to you is that
the same kind of people who drop
everything to answer the call for help,
work, learn and live at Santa Clara. I
would not be here now were it not for
the education and values I received at
SCD. .. "
The full text of Locatelli's address is
online at www.scu.edulconvocation. e>

Sustainable Building

C

onstruction has started on the
new, environment,]lly friendly
Commons on the Kennedy Mall,
which is located between Swig and
McLaughlin Halls. \iVhen it opens in
January, the 7,500-square-foot build
ing will include meeting rooms, class
rooms, offices, and lecture space. In
designing the new Commons, SCU
brought together architectural and
environmental experts to create a facil
ity that promotes sustainable design
and "green" building concepts.
The building's green features
include rice straw bales used for insula
tion, wheat straw wall covering (instead
of gypsum), a roof made of drought
tolerant plants, sensor-controlled light
ing, and other energy and water con
servation features. The building also
features a solar chimney, which uses
sunlight to heat air within a glass chim
ney. As hot air rises, cool air is df<]W11

The Commons Building-under construction
on the John F. Kennedy Mall-will open in
January, with meeting rooms, classrooms,
offices and lecture space. The complex fea
tures a number of environmentally sensitive
design features.

into the building through windows and
vents. The resulting airflow creates
natural ventilation without using ,my
energy.
Next to the building, a solar-pow
ered trell is wi II provide shade as well
as electric power. Students will be able
to use the solar power to charge their
laptops while under the trellis.
The new building will be a dem
onstration project, whose features can
be incorporated into other campus
building projects. "We're putting in
sustainable design initiatives that are
being considered for other new build
ings to learn first-hand their impact on
building performance and function,"
said Joe Sugg, SCU's vice president for
University operations.
For more information, visit "vww.
scu.edulsustainability/corrunons.

e
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SCU still ranked
#2 by u.s. News

F

or the 16th year in a row, Santa
Clara University was ranked
second overall among 124 master's
News
universities in the , ,vest by
and Wodd Rep01t.
SCU's average
undergraduate
graduation rate
of 83 percent was
the third high
est in the nation
among the 572
national master's
level universities.
In its
annual ranking,
"Ameri ca's Best Colleges 2006," the
magazine co mpared similar com
prehensive universi ties that offer a
range of undergraduate programs and
master's degrees, but few doctoral pro
grams. The Western region includes
universities from Colorado to the
'Vest Coast, including Texas.
The magazine also noted that
SCU has
• th e highest average graduation rate
in its reg'ion
• the highest average freshman
retention rate in the region, at 92
percent, as it did las t year
• the second high est peer assessment
score in the region at 4.1 (out of a
possible 5.0), up slightly from
last year
SCU's Residential Learning
Communities, where students take
linked courses as a group, live in the
same residence hall , and get to know
their professors and one another, were
also singled out in a list of academic
programs that can contribute to stu
dent success.

u.s.
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The ran kings include a new listing
of und ergraduate programs at colleges
and universities where the highest
degree offered is a bachelor or mas
ter's of science. SCU's und ergraduate
School of Engineering ranked 14th.
The "America's Best Colleges"
rankings are available online at
www.usnews.com. G!>

to suppOrt students as they
find a calling, not just a career.
Staff members work with the
Campus Ministry and the
Ca reer Center.
• The Spirituality and Health
Institute, which examines the
impact of spiritual and religious
practices on health. G!>

New Ignatian Center
merges Bannan
and Arrupe

Paid release time
for staff to perform
community service

T

T

he Bannan Center and the Arrupe
Center have combined into a single
Center of Distinction known as the
Ignatian Center for Jesuit Education.
The center's specific tas k is to keep
the Jesuit, Catholic character of Santa
Clara at the center of everything the
U niversi ty does.
"The programs and services that
we're offering will be sustained," says
Derulis Moberg, interim executive
director. Housed in Sobrato H all , the
new center coordinates five programs:
• The Bannan Center, which has
been renamed the Bannan Institute
for Jesuit Educational Mission, and
arranges programs and scholarship
around its mission ;
• The Arrupe Center, now called
the Arrupe Partnerships for
Community-Based Learning, which
arranges placements of ca mpus
members in community
organizations;
• The Kolvenbach Solidarity
Program, which gives students and
faculty opportunities to work with
and learn from the poor and
marginalized in the U.S as weJJ as
in several Latin America n countries;
• The DISCOVER program, which
combines scholarly reflection
with the Ignatian traditions of
discernment and social engagement

hanks to a pilot project sponsored
by the Ignatian Center for Jesuit
Education, SCU staff can receive paid
release time to perform sen/ice in
community organizations. Placements
at local agencies (such as Catholic
Charities, InnVision, Martha's Kitchen,
Loaves and Fishes, and Estrella Family
Sen~ces) will feature opportunities
to help the homeless, tutor children,
provide services to refugees, and serve
meals to sen iors.
Under the new progTam, 25 staff
members will be paid for up to 40
hours a year to participate in service
that takes place during regular work
time. The goal of the program is to
increase staff community service oppor
tunities on a campus where students,
faculty, and staff all perform commu
nity sen/Ice.
"We're excited about this new
undertaking," sa id Paul vVoolley, asso
ciate director of the Ignatian Center.
"It achieves several things-it allows
staff members to make a contribution
to the community, it meets felt needs in
the community, and it also connects the
Santa Clara campus with the surrou nd
ing community."
The project is also supported by
such campus groups as the Bannan
Institute, Arrupe Partnerships, Alumni
for Others, Action Community Teams,
and the Staff Asse mbly Council. G!>
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Father Martin
celebrates 70 years
as a Jesuit

N

orman Martin, S.] .,'3 7 first
came to Santa Clara University
as an undergraduate in 1933. He
arrived, he says, "without the slight
est notion of ever becoming a Jesuit."
But those years at SCU changed him,
and he recently marked his 70th year
as a Jesuit.
Now 91, Martin has been a part
of SCU for many of those years.
He is a professor emeritus in the
Department of History, where he
taught for 27 years. Currently, he
is assistant to the vice president for
university relations, where he keeps
in touch with major benefactors. He
also spent many years studying and
doing research overseas, in places
such as Argentina, Mexico, Spain and
Italy. He lives in Nobili Hall, where
he previously lived as a student.

Norman Martin, S.J., has been a Jesuit for
70 years.

"There's so much to be thank
ful for: the people that I've met, the
places that I've lived," he says.
Several people have made gifts to
the Commons and Library to com
memorate Father Martin and his
devotion to Santa Clara's library over
the years, including Michael J. and
Mary Orradre, who pledged $2 mil
lion, and John M. and Abby Sobrato,
who pledged $1 million in Martin's
honor. G!l

Law professor on
liThe O.J. Verdict"

G

erald Uelmen, professor of
law and director of the Edwin
A. Heafey Jr. Center for Trial and
Appellate Advocacy, was recently
featured in a segment of Frontline for
PBS television.
"The 0.]. Verdict," which first
aired in October, focused on the 10th
anniversary of the end of the 0.].
Simpson criminal trial. Uelmen spent
a year on sabbatical as a member of
Simpson's team of defense lawyers,
often called "the Dream Team ."
The tri al las ted several months and
was covered extensively in the media.
The jury returned a verdict of not
guil ty on Oct. 3, 1995; the a fterma th
of the trial and the public'S reactions
brought still more media coverage.
"The 0.]. Verdict" explores the
role of race in the trial, the verdict,
and the media attention. "It was
an issue that couldn't be avoided,"
Uelmen says. "It demonstrated a per
vasive problem in L.A. with the per
ceptions of the police department."
Simpson's case also whetted the
media and public appetite for h.igh
profile trials, now covered much more
prominently on television and in print.
The draw is mostly entertainment and
"an interest in titillation," Uelmen says.
In addition to his interviews for
the PBS program, Uelmen was also

Gerald Uelmen, professor of law and lawyer
on O.J. Simpson's criminal defense team.

filmed on campus with students in his
Advanced Criminal Procedure class.
He frequently uses the Simpson trial
as a teaching case for evidence classes.
He says students are often "surprised
to learn about the detail and the strat
egy of the case. They have a superfi
cial understanding. They know people
who watched the trial, but they don't
know the depth ." Some of his current
students were only young teenagers at
the time of the Simpson trial.
Uelmen has been a law professor
at Santa Clara for almost 20 years and
served as dean of the law school from
1986 to 1994. He also works as coun
sel for the defense in federal medical
marijuana cases.
To view excerpts from "The 0.].
Verdict" online, see www.pbs.org/
wgbh/pages/frontline/ojl.
To read an interview with Uelmen
about the ethics of the Simpson trial,
see www.scu .ed u/uelmenqa .html. e,.
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Sports Illustrated rates
Bronco athletics in Top 20

seu athletes receive

SCU is among the top 20 schools
in the country according to Sports
Illust:ratecfs fall all-sports rankings.
Published in the magazine's "On
Campus" online edition on September
28, the rankings were compiled from
each of the fall sports and took in to
account the schools that had the most
success during the first few weeks of
the season.
Santa Clara was ranked 19th among
the 25 schools listed and was the only
Division L'\AA (non-football) institu
tion to make the rankings. "Every sport
that has competed this fall has had
some type of noteworthy achievement
and three of our six teams in season are
ranking among the top 15 nationally. It
is great to be able to give our students
and fans winning programs to sup
port," says Dan Coonan, SCU's direc
tor of athletics. For a link to the story,
visit www.scu.edulathletics.

Senior volleyball player Cassie Perret
was named the Sports Imports/AVCA
National Player of the vVeek in
September after she led the Broncos
to a sparkling 6-0 record to start the
season. The Menlo Park native was also
named the Most Valuable Player in the
Bronco Invitational and was the vVest
Coast Conference Player of the vVeek
after her offensive prowess powered
Santa Clara to the tournament title.
lvlen's soccer jwuor Keith DeVey
started off the season with a bang as
he earned \VCC Player of the Week
honors in each of the two opening
weeks. The Kula, Hawaii, native scored
the game-winning goals agai nst UCLA
and Fullerton, then added an assist
against Maryland and two goals against
Georgetown .
\Vomen's soccer coach Jerry Smith
moved sophomore Jordan Angeli from
the defensive midfield position to a
new spot at forward, and she immedi
ately made an impact. She scored both
goals in SCU's win over Notre Dame
and was named the WCC Player of
the Week as well as several national
teams of the week.

national recognition

e

Bronco sports teams rank
among nation's elite
The SCU men's and women's soc
cer and volleyball teams continue to
compete among the nation's elite.
The Bronco women, coming off their
national semifinal appearance a year
ago, entered the season ranked as high
as fourth nationally and defeated top
ranked and defending national champi
on Notre Dame 2-1 on Sept. 9 at Buck
Shaw Stadium. The men's squad also
rose to a number four ranking early in
the year after knocking-off then sec
ond-ranked UCLA 3-2 in Fullerton,
Calif. The SCU volleyball team ranked
17th in the national polls afrer defeat
ing nationally ranked Arizona and
U.c. Santa Barbara to win the Bronco
Invitational in the Leavey Center.

e
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New athletic coaches
The athletic department welcomes
the following new head intercol
legiate sport coaches: Steve Rianda,
softball; Rob Miller, men's golf; Carlo
Facchino, women's crew; and Wieslaw
Kujda, men's crew.

e

wee hoops travels north
Santa Clara hoops fans who travel
to the annual vVCC Basketball
Championships will get a chance to
take in some new scenery for the
next two years as the tournament
moves to th e Northwest for the 2006
and 2007 seasons . The 2006 event
will take place March 2-6 in the
new McCarthy Center at Gonzaga
University, while the 2007 tourney
will be held at the University of
Portland. This March, the men's and
women's tournaments will maintain
the same formats as the 2005 event,
which was held at Santa Clara's
Leavey Center. Tickets for Bronco
fans will be sold through the SCU
Athletic Ticket Office at 408-554
4660 or online at www.santaclar
abroncos .com.
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In March, the SCU
women's basketball
team beat Gonzaga
77-66, snapping the
nation's longest
winning streak and
winning the West
Coast Conference
tournament. Michelle
Cozad scored 22
points, Ashley
Graham had 17 points,
and Quinn Thomas
added 14 points. It
is the Broncos' third
WCC title and first
since 1998.

Stories of Early
California

Coffee in Florence

I

n his new book, CajC Life
Florence (Interlink Books,

2005, $20), Joe Wolff '67 (with
photographer Roger Paperno)
takes readers on a lively, caffein
ated tour of Florence, complete
with gossip- and history-laden
interviews with the gregarious
cafe owners. The book, wrote the
San Fmllcisco Chronicle, "doesn't
try to be comprehensive, instead
directing readers to a thoroughly
researched selectio n of family
owned cafes, bars, and gelaterias,
and offering a unique perspective
on life in the city."
vVolff says the idea for this
book (and his first book, CajC L(fe
Rome), was born "because I went
to the Loyola University, Rome
campus as a student and fell in
love with Rome." vVolff was over
50 when his first book was pub
lished, and, he says, "The second
book has come out at a time
when most people from my class
are thinking about retiring ... and
at an age when things like this
aren't supposed to happen in our
youth-oriented culture."

"These are invaluable sources
of information about life in
California during the nineteenth
century from the unique perspec
tives of the people who lived dur
ing that time," writes Rose M .a rie
Beebe, SCU professor of modern
languages and literatures, of the
new book California Voices: The

Oml M/?IIwin ofJosi Marla AllIador
and LorL'l1z.() Asisfml (University of
North Texas Press, 2005, $29.95)
which was translated and edited by
Gregorio Mora-Torres '76.
For the first time, Mora
Torres's book publishes stories told
bv two men in the early 1870s,
b~)th in English translation and in
the original Spanish. At that time,
Hubert H. Bancroft sent research
assistants across California to
record the memoirs of early resi
dents. Amador, then 83, shared
his life storv, including his days as
a 4ger duri~g the Gold Rush and
the reconnoitering expeditions
that his comp,lny took into the
interior of California, where they
encountered local indigenous pop
ulations. He also invited a friend,
Asisara, a former neophyte from
Mission Santa Cruz, to share the
stoll' of his life during the mission
days. Bancroft used the stories told
bv' the nvo in his writing, but the
s;ories themselves were never pub
lished until now.
Gregorio Mora-Torres earned
his bachelor's degree in history
from SCU, and his Ph.D. in
Latin American history from the
University of California, Irvine.
He teaches in the department of
Mexican American Studies at
San Jose State University.

WHERE HER SON HAS GONE
They were sleeping.
Children overlapping in their cots.
Christo and Teresa like sma II spoons against the wall.
The night was hot, no wind blew the leaves outside.
She dreamt of mending Tonito's pants
before his first communion.
The thread was blue and smooth,
The hole disappeared under the needle.
She woke up when Leon started crying.
A solider lifted Alberto by his foot .
Leon reached up for his baby brother,
his hand catching Alberto's fist.
She ran forward for her sons
as the solider hit Leon on the head with his gun.
Leon fell, skin slapping the floor.
Alberto dangled in front of the solider's wide grin.
"Mi Hijol Mi Hijo' " she cried,
Christo cried, the five boys wept on their cots.
They did nothing.
She prayed that the solider would not drop him onto the cement.
She prayed his body would not be crushed.
Teresa begged the solider to take her.
Christo promised them anything.
The grinning solider put Alberto into the arms of another
who wrapped him in a green blanket.
He opened his terrible mouth. "Don't worry.
This one will have a better life than any of you."
He winked at her and said, "Don't forget."
Christo threw his body at the soliders,
but they knocked him down.
The knocked his teeth out with their rifles.
They drove away in their green Jeep.
All up and down the street, ca nd les had been lit.
Thejungle was filled with whispers.
From Swimming in EI Rio Sumpul by Elsie B.C. Rivas Gomez
(Finishing Line Press, 2005, $14). The chapbook was
nominated for the 2005 Pushcart Prize. Born in EI Salvador,
Gomez was raised in the San Francisco Bay Area and returned
to her birthplace through an SCU immersion trip. She says
the poems in this book came out of that experience. Gomez
earned a B.A. in English and B.S. in psychology from SCU and
an M.F.A. in creative writing from San Diego State University.
'01
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Th 0 mas J. Reese,

.J., jo urn ali st,
Catholic scho lar, and former ed itor
of America magazine, ref! cts on what
he's wi tnes sed, what insp ires
him, and the future oflhe Church

\Nhen the world was mourning the
death
of Pope John Paul and all eyes
Interview by Deepa Arora ,
were on the Vatican and the choice of
SCU media relations director
the new pope, Thomas]. Reese, S.].,
was on national television networks
Photos by Charles Barry
and in newspapers explaining the
significance of the hjstoric moment.
In the New York Times, on CNN and
on the BBC, Reese, a widely recognized expert on the Catholic Church, talked about
the Conclave, the Papacy, and the future of the Catholic Church and helped viewers
and readers to become a part of the historic moment. A political scientist, a scholar,
and a priest, Reese's insight and anecdotes about how popes are elected and bishops
appointed provided a revealing look at the culture of Vatican life and bureaucracy.
Editor of Amel·ica magazine, a leading Jesuit weekly and Web site (www.america
magazine .o rg), from June 1998 to May 2005, Reese is a renowned Jesuit scholar. He
is author of, among other books, a trilogy examining church organization and politics
on the local, national, and international levels: Archbishop: Inside the Power Structure of
the American Catholic Church; A Flock of Shepherds: The National Conference of Catholic
Bishops; and Inside the Vaticnn: The Politics and Organiz ation of the Catholic Church.
Born in 1945, Reese entered the Society ofJesus in 1962, and is a classmate of
SCU President Paul Locatelli, Sj. He was ordained in 1974 and earned a master's
degree in political science from St. Louis University, a master of divinity from
the Jesuit School of Theology, Berkeley, and a Ph.D. in political science from the
University of California, Berkeley.
On sabbatical at SCU until June 2006, he sat down with Santa Clam Magazine to
share hi s thoughts about the Vatican, Pope Benedict XVI, the tension between the
Vatican and U.S. Catholics, and how a young priest from Alhambra , Calif., who once
thought he was a terrible writer, became the go-to person to explain the intricacies of
the culture of the Vatican and the Catholic Church.
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An Interview with

Thomas J. Reese

Q: Did you predict the election of Cardinal

of the reasons I studied political science is that
I believed that unless we could find a way out
of the Cold War, there was a high probability
that we would blow ourselves up!
On the other hand, Benedict XVI grew up
in Germany an d was a teenager during World
vVar II. He experienced the reconstruction of
Germany after the war. His experience as a
priest was that of a university professor. They
had very different personalities. He is much
more reticent, more shy. John Paul had been
an actor, and when he came into the room , he
would dominate it. Before he became pope ,
when Cardinal Ratzinger entered the room,
you might not even notice him.
Neither of them is what you would call an
administrator. Both were much more involved
in the realm of ideas, professors, not CEOs. But
the pope is in charge of an organization with
thousands of bishops and more than one billion
members. It was a challenge for John Paul and
it will be an even greater challenge for Cardinal
Ratzinger.

Joseph Ratzinger as pope?

A:

I avoided predicting who would be elected.
People would ask me to predict, and I would
refer them to an Irish betting site' But I did
talk about what the characteristics of the new
Pope would be. I believed that we would see
much more continuity than change, and we got
that. Cardinal Ratzinger was Pope John Paul's
closest theological adviser and they were very
close in thinking.

Q: Can you compare and contrast the styles
of Pope John Pau l and Pope Benedict XVI?

A:

In theology and church policy they are very
similar, but there are big differences in their
personalities. John Paul was a man who grew
up in Poland under the Nazis and a church that
was under persecution. He did a lot of work
with students as a young priest. His experience,
growing up in a town where there were both
Catholics and Jews, with whom he played soc
cer, led to his role in improving the relationship
between Catholics and Jews during his papacy.
His experience led up to his papacy and
allowed him to play an extraordinary role in
the fall of Communism, through his support of
Solidarity and the Polish freedom movement.
John Paul was the most important world leader
in the second half of the 20th century.
Growing up in the '50s, I remember bomb
drills at school and going under my desk. One
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Q: How does the Vatican view
the United States?

A: There clearly is a E uropean

bias in the
Vatican against the U.S . They see Americans as
cowboys, not intellectual, looking at the short
term, and being crazy about money and sex.
VVhen John Paul was first elected, he had
negative views about the U.S . He thought
the church was in chaos, he didn't understand
the U.S., and had been told that people didn 't
like him. But that changed after his first visit.
When people came out in large numbers to
cheer and pray with him, he began to see
more of the riches of the U.S. church. Every
Mass he celebrated he sawa ll sorts of ethnic
groups, and they weren't killing each other
like in Europe . He saw that the U .S. had these
extraordinary Catholic institutions, hospitals ,
and educational institutions. He began to see
the richness of the church in the U.S.

Q: What about its view of U.s. Catholics?

A:

You'll hear criticism that Americans prac
tice cafeteria Catho li cism, where we pick and
choose what we believe. We may have invented
the term, but the Italians have been practicing
this for centuries' You ask an Italian, "Are you
a Catholic?" "Yes, I am." "Do you go to church
on Sunday?" "I am not a fanatic." They are
Catholic but voted for the communist party.
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Italy has a falling birthrate not because they
are not practicing sex, they are practicing birth
control' The difference between the church in
the U.S. and the church in Europe is more cul
tural than theological.

Q: What do you think is the reason
for the cultural difference?
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or they'll go home and do what they want,
but they won't argue with the priest.
If something doesn't make sense to
American Catholics, they are going to ask
questions, discuss it, argue about it. The
Vatican takes this as insulting, challenging,
disrespectful ; we just think it's part of normal
conversation' Americans and Europeans also
have a different view of law. Americans see the
Ten Commandments as a minimum for salva
tion; in Europe they see them as an ideal to
strive for.

Thomas Reese (front
row, right) and col·
leagues at the Santa
Barbara Novitiate in
Montecito in 1964,
Next to Reese in the
front row is Mario
Prietto, 5.1., the former
director of campus
ministry at SCU.

A : Looking at the educational system in
Europe versus the one in the U.s. might give
us an answer. Europe is still very much a lec
ture system-where the teacher tells a student
what happened during the French Revolution,
for example. The student will totally master
and memorize what he is told and be able to
tal k about it at length .
You ask an American about the French
Revolution and they'll say something about
Marie Antoinette and the guillotine. In a
European history class, you would neve r have a
student raise his hand and say, "I disagree with
you on the causes of the French Revolution."
That would be unacceptable. In Europe, stu
dents are there to absorb what the teacher
says; to challenge the teacher is boorish and
impolite. In the United States, there are a lot
of classrooms like that' But ideally, we try to
train students to ask questions, think creatively,
and integrate what they learn in one class with
what they have read in another class.
The people in the Vatican see themselves as
teach ers . They pronounce, teach, and we are to
listen, take notes, not question, not challenge.
Americans don't do it that way. In Italy, the
students will say "yes, professor," but do what
they want. That's also what the Catholics in
Italy do . If the priests preach something they
disagree with, they either won't go to church,
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While I was in Rome doing research on
my book in 1994, we were fighting a bout
altar girls in the U.S. In Rome, I'd walk by a
vestments store and see a female mannequin
dressed as an altar server in the window ... yet
church law said we couldn't have altar girls. I
followed John Paul out to a parish in Rome
where he was making a visitation, and I saw
a server with a very long pony tail and I
thought, "Gee, that boy has long hair," and
then she turned around ...The Pope had altar
girls at his masses in Rome while we were
fighting in the U.S.

An Interview with

Thomas J. Reese

Q: Do you see the two approaches as
coming together, or will this tension
continue to coexist?
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A:

It's going to be a continuing challenge for
Europeans to understand America. The fact
that American culture is becoming the global
culture will lessen the differences. Younger
people around the world are going to become
much more like Americans, and things will
change.

8

Q: So what's the scenario for U.S.
Catholics? What is their identity?

;

A:
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When my father was growing up in the
Catholic Church in the '20s and '30s, if you
ate meat on Fridays, you went to hell! If you
disagreed with anything, you had to leave the
church. I don't think anyone believes that any
more, but the question is: Wllat are the core
values in Catholicism, and what are its cultural
adaptations~

Cover of the June '7-24. 2000.
America magazine
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Everyone draws the line at a different point.
It's not either/or, but a continuum of policy
and issues and practices ... the gospel and scrip
rures are central, but how do you interpret
them? The scriptures condemn usury-that
was culturally determined to the times, but
that doesn't mean that banks can't charge
interest today.
\Ne see at different points in the church
history where it has discerned something dif
ferent from an earlier century. The church
today is not the same as it was in the '30s
and '40s, let alone in the 13th century, and it
shouldn't be. But how do you adapt the church
to the culture of its time? Every culrure has

good and bad ... we want to adapt Catholicism
to African culture and there are some won
derful things in African culture-but in some
African countries they have multiple wives and
circumcise women.
The discernment process is not easy-his
torically we know that the hierarchy has been
very slow to permit change. The hierarchy
has a role, but so do theologians and the
community-the process requires discussion,
prayer, until the church comes to a consensus
on which way to go. In the old days, when the
laity was uneducated , decisions could be made
by the clergy; they were the only people who
could read and write. Today it is a much more
complicated process that should involve every
one especially people from other fields-genet
icists, scientists, psychologists.
The world is changing at an extraordinary
pace today. The Vatican is used to saying that
it thinks in centuries, but I don't think we can
do that any more, or the world will pass us by.
We are at a critical point in the church history.
In the 19th century in Europe, the church lost
men because it was on the wrong side of the
democratic movement, the labor movement,
workers' rights .... it made wrong political
choices and men stopped going to church.
In the U.S., the challenge today is with
women. The more educated and involved they
are, the more alienated they are becoming
from the hierarchy. The clergy is still operat
ing on the patriarchal model. And it is going to
be disastrous for the church.
Lots of girls grew up angry at the church
because the bishops, the Vatican, would not let
them be altar girls. Now they are saying that
women can't be priests. You can argue all of
those things one way or the other, but the fact
is that a lot of women feel they are being side
lined and badly treated by the church hierarchy.
These kinds of conflicts are alienating a lot of
women in the church today and this will be
disastrous because there is a secret that neither
the feminists nor the Vatican know. And that is
in reality the women run the church today.
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Q: Can you explain what do you mean
when you say "women run the church"?

A:

They have been running the church for a
few decades. You go to any parish today-who
are the employees? Women. The volunteers
are all women . Who is doing the religious
education? \Vho is passing the faith to the next
generation- Women. Women are already run
ning the church, and neither the feminists nor
the Vatican has noticed.
If women become anticlerical, their kids are
going to be anticlerical! Is the son of a woman
who was badly treated by the church goi ng
to become a priest? No! "My mother can't go
to communion because she is divorced and
remarried . Are you saying my moth er is a bad
person?" If a kid has to choose between his
mother and the church, the church will lose '
If we don't resolve this issue , it will be as
devastating to the church in the U.S. as the
loss of European men was to the church in
the 19th century. It will be more devastating
because we will lose men and women in the
next generations. What is the solution? We can
become more Italian and shrug our shoulders
and say the church is mine and I am not leav
ing it. Or we can have more open conversation
and listen to one another.

Q: What was your childhood like and
what were the formative influences
growing up?

A:

My mother was a teacher, a feminist before
her time. My dad was involved in social work
and worked for church organizations. Between
my mother's concern for students and my
father's sensitivity to social justice, there was a
belief in service to people in my family.
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like a journalist, as opposed to writing like
a scholar. I learned how to write by writing.
Soon after that I started writing on politics
and economics for America magazine.

An Interview with

Thomas J. Reese
Q: What do you see as the role of America
magazine? What's the need?
Q: Why and when did you become a Jesuit?

A:

Because of my second grade teacher' One
day she asked, "What is the most important
job?" Kids said fireman , policeman, president
of the U.S., but she said the most important
job was to be a priest! I decided that was the
job for me. My vocation was founded on pride,
arrogance, and clericalism . Luckily, my Jesuit
formation cured me of that.

Q: Suppose you hadn't become a priest.
What path would you r life had taken?

A:

In high school, I was very good in math,
not good in English, so of course I ended
up making my living as a writer. If I hadn't
become a priest, I would have gone to Santa
Clara and probably would have ended up in
computers in Silicon Valley. Or I might have
gone into politics. I was a Goldwater Republican
in high school; then I got educated'

Q: If you weren 't good in English, how did
you become a writer?

A:

I went to the University of California,
Berkeley, to study political science and ended
up doing a dissertation that was published as a
book, The Politics of Taxation.
After my dissertation, I became legislative
director of Taxation with Representation, a
Washington-based tax reform lobby. The orga
nization had a magazine called Tax Notes. One
day, the editor asked me to write news stories
about what was happening in Congress on
taxes. He was a professional journalist and took
me by the hand and taught me how to write
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founded in 1909, and today
is a weekly and a Web site. We needed a
magazine that commented on current events
as opposed to one that was simply pious and
devotional , or purely scholarly. A magazine
that covered issues of war and peace and jus
tice and stood up for Catholics in the U .S.
America has continued that tradition over the
years. It took a strong stand against Joseph
McCarthy, it was a strong supporter of the
United Nations, articulated the church 's teach 
ing about justice, racial justice. It had a defi
nite role to play and became seen as the intel
ligent voice of Catholicism in the U.S. A71te1'ica
is the most widely read Catholic magazine
among journalists.
'Vhen I became editor, I wanted to con
tinue that tradition. Since the Second Vatican
Council , the magazine had also become a
strong voice for the reform of the church and
very strongly supported a greater role for the
laity, ecumenism, the changes in the liturgy,
improvement of relations with the Jewish com
munity. Ame1'ica is a journal of opinion. I pub
lished articles that talked about controversial
issues in the church and gave a variety of views
on the subjects. We provided a forum in the
magazine. We published things we agreed with
and things we disagreed with-the goal was to
encourage dialogue and discussion in the hope
that it would educate people and also lead to
more clarity and understanding of the issues.
The difficulty we ran into is that many
people in the church don't want a journal of
opinion. They want a journal that reflects only
their opinion.

There clearly is ((. European bias
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Q: Many scholars and professors dislike
dealing with media-you enjoy it. How
did that come about?

A:

I think of it as an important ministry... .It is
a service to the church. We educate students,
why not journalists? It was also a way to get
America magazine better known so we could
sell subscriptions. We increased the circulation
by more than a thousand each year at a time
when the circulation at most Catholic publica
tions was going down.

Q: What was it like to witness a historic
moment-the election of a new pope?

A:. One of the reasons I became ever-present
in the media was because I would talk to
reporters. I would return their phone calls. I
explained things in depth but could also speak
in sound bites. If I didn't know the answer, I
usually knew someone I could refer them to .
There were many times I would talk to report
ers and never get quoted just to make sure they
understood the issues. I made myself available.
But I knew that if they had a choice between
quoting me and the cardinal, they would quote
the cardinal' Most of the time, they couldn't
get through to the PR person for the cardinal.
vVhen I was working with CNN, we were
located on the Janiculum Hill, one of the hills
in Rome that overlooks St. Peter's Square . It
was an extraordinary feeling. For me, having
researched the Vatican, being there at the con
clave was the opportunity of a lifetime to talk
to people involved and be able to help explain
what was going on.
Some people were surprised how I could
be on so many networks at the same time, but
many of the obits for Pope John Paul were
taped months and years in advance.
I enjoy journalists; they are fun people.
But I am enough of a realist to know that you
could be on the front page of the New York
Times one day and at the bottom of a kitty lit
ter box three days later. ~
-Oeepa Arora is the media relations director
at Santa Clara University.

Thomas Reese, SJ.,traveled to
EI Salvador this past September
with a group of SCU faculty and
staff members as part of an
immersion trip co-sponsored
Thomas Reese's
by the SCU Pedro Arrupe, SJ..
Partnerships for CommunityEI Salvador Immersion
Based Learning and the
DISCOVER program. Each year,
12 to 15 faculty and staff members travel to EI Salvador through this
progra m, which aims to underscore the fundamental values ofslmple
living, social justice, spirituality, and community, while encouraging
members of the SCU community to deepen their ideas offalth and
justice through exposure to marginalized populations. For more
information, visit www.scu.edu/ignatiancenter.

Q: What was your visit to EI Salvador like? Was this your first trip?

A: Yes. I have been trying to get there since 1968. I had studied and taken
courses in Latin American politics. I was very interested in Latin American
issues and I volunteered to go EI Salvador for regency. that period of
Jesuit study before theology, but the provincial said no and sent me to St.
Ignatius College Prep in San Francisco, where I taught civics.
In EI Salvador, at the University of Central America, standing in the gar
den where the Jesuits were killed in 1989,1 realized that if the provincial
had sent me down to Central America, 1might have been killed along with
the rest of the Jesuits.That was something to reflect on.
Q: What did you expect to find?

A: What struck me was meeting the ordinary people of EI Salvador. They
were very gracious, very hospitable, very welcoming, and there was no
anti-American sentiment. But then you began to notice things like the
lack of men in the poorer communities. There were mostly women and
young children up to about 12. Leadership in the community was primar
ily women. Most of the men are up here in North America. Seven hundred
people a week leave EI Salvador for the U.S.-their biggest source oftor
eign exchange is remittances that come from here.
You see all these bright children. But you know that when they become
teenagers, most of them will drop out of school, others will join gangs.
Today in San Salvador there are 12 murders a day. There are more people
dying through violence today than during the war. You see these chil
dren-bright, smiling, gracious, friendly-and think what their situation
is going to be in 10 years.
You look at your self and see what you have. I had a middle-class edu
cation, income, lifestyle, parents. You realize all those are gifts. I didn't do
anything to earn them. You have so many advantages that you don't even
recognize. When you go to EI Salvador and you look at the homes with a
dirt floor just like a tool shed, [you think] 1could have been born there. It
makes you see your life as an opportunity but also as a responsibility to
do something in the service of other people.
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A Half Century of Art
and History at scu
The de Saisset Museum
celebrates 50 yea rs

or the pa~t 50 years, the de Saisset Museum at Santa
Clara UnIversIty has been collectJl1g, preservl11g,
exllihiting, and interpreting objects of art and his
tory. Located adjacent to Mission Santa Clara de
Asis, the de Saisset is one of only a few Catholic uni
versity museums to be accredited by the American Association
of Museums. The museum's location on campus offers SCU
unique ways of furthering its educational mission.
"Through its exl1ibitions and
collections, the museum allows
students and faculty to expand
the walls of the classroom," says
Rehecca M. Schapp, the museum's
director. An example of this is
the museum's California History
Collection, which includes Native
American art and artifacts from
the pre-European contact period
as well as a Mission Collection.
Each year, the museum gives
free tours of the collection to
thousands of children from Santa
Clara Valley, hringing to life their
region's history.

F
,

In art history workshops,
SCU students have the
opportunity to stUdy prints
such as this Durer engraving
up dose. (Albrecht Duft!r,
PI/ate Washing his Hands,

engraving, 4 x lin.,
de Saisset Museum perma
nent collection, gift of Dr,
and Mrs. leon Kolb. 3.820.1,
Photo by Charles Barry.)

1512,

Approximately half of
the Museum's 10,000
permanent collection
objects arE! works on
paper,like this contem
porary print by Bay Area
artist Malt Phillips. (Matt
Phillips, Painter/Poet with
Red Line, 1992, COllage
monotype, 30 x 22 in., de
Saisset Museum perma
nent collection. gift of
the artist, 2002.8. Photo
by Charles Barry,)

Recent additions to the collec
tion, slJch as this painting by
Inez Storer, represent the rich
diversity of contemporary art In
the Bay Area (Inez Storer, Home
Quilt, 1003, 011 and milled media
on panel, 46 x 46 In., de Salsset
Museum permanent collection,
gift of the artist, 2004.1.1. Photo
by John Wilson White.)

Founded in 1955 through a bequest from Isabel de
Saisset in memory of her brother Ernest, the museum's
permanent collection includes more than 10,000 objects,
including Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo, and 19th-cen
tury prints, as well as Nlodernist prints by Marc Chagall and Pablo
Picasso. The museum also has an extensive collection of con
temporary prints, with a special emphasis on artists from the San
Francisco Bay Area, such as Robert Arneson, Richard Diebenkorn,
,1l1d N ,lthan OLiveira. The museum's photography collection
includes hundreds of prints by artists such as Ansel Adams and
Ruth Bernhard.
The museum also offers essential hands-on internships to
SCU art students, and faculty members often use the exhibitions
to enhance classroom lessons. This fall, the museum is present
ing two photography exhibitions that explore the tragedy of the
Holocaust. In conjunction, the museum is co-sponsoring a special
class, Representing the Holocaust, for learners age 50 and older
through SCU's Osher Lifelong Learning Institute.
The de S,lisset Museum offers free admission and is open
Tuesday through Sunday, II a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information,
visit www.scu.edu/desaisset. e>

The de Salsset holds more
than 1200 photographs In
the permanent collection,
a notable component of
which Is the Helen Johnston
Collection. Johnston was the
founde, of San Francisco's
Focus Gallery, which exhib
ited work by pioneering
contemporary phologn
phers from 1966 to 1985.
(Brett Weston, Untitled
(Forest in Fog), 1962, gelatin
silver print, 13 x 10 In., de
Saisset Mw.eum permanent
collection, Helen Johnston
bequest, Focus Gallery
Collection. 6.58.1989.
Photo by Charles Barry.)

-Victoria Hendel De La 0 is a writer/editor for the SCU Office of Communications
and Marketing.

A ~tudent Mexican folkloric dance
troupe performs at the de Salsset
College Night, an annual event featur
ing food. hands-on art activities, and
great entertainment. This is one of the
many educational, cultural. and festive
events hosted elleh year at the museum.
(Photo by Charles Barry.)
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Making Sense of
By Eric O. Hanson
Patrick A. Donohoe, s.J.,
Professor of Political Science
at Santa Clara University

Conventional wisdom holds that SCU's mission and commitment
to interfaith dialog creates an environment conducive to preparing
students to meet effectively the global political, economic, military,
and communication challenges of the 21st century. But we still have
some distance to go, according to Professor Eric Hanson.

" Everything is connected in life. The point is to
know it and to understand it." So read the postcard
sent from Europe by one of my former students. That post
card became the frontispiece for the syllabus of my upper
division course, Religion and Politics in the Developing
World. This course, which covers China, the Indian subcontinent, the
Middle East, and Latin America, has naturally attracted many Santa
Clara students with family from these regions, from Vietnam to India
to Mexico to the Philippines. The resulting class discussions inspired
research for my latest book, Religion and Politic.f in the International
Syste11l Todny (Cambridge University Press, December 2005). This book
offers a new post-Cold War paradigm based on the interaction between
the contemporary globalization of the political, economic, military, and
communication systems and the increasing role of religion in influenc
ing world politics. The above four systems are becoming not just more
global individually, but they are also rapidly integrating among them
selves. Financial resources foster military might, political campaigns,
and media concentration. Armies protect weapons of mass destruction,

the
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oil fields, and language schools. Television develops product demand and
disposes populations to support or to oppose military intervention. Advances
in contemporary technology like satellites and cell phones should thus be
termed "quadruple use" for their political, economic, military, and communi
cation aspects.
These four global systems constantly create new environments in which
individuals and societies must rapidly make very complicated choices on
the basis of their perceived personal and communal identities. The second
half of the new paradigm explains the differing roles of Christianity, Islam,
Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Maoist Marxism in
world politics. Religion is defined as "that pattern of beliefs and activities
that expresses ultimate meaning in a person's life," so the concept of "God"
is not necessary to the definition of religion used in the book, as it was not
for young Maoist Red Guards in the Chinese Cultural Revolution. Nazism
did, and contemporary Chinese, Japanese, Indian, and American national
isms at times do fulfill similar quasi-religious roles.
The research demonstrates the political usefulness of various types of
interfaith dialogue for such a world. For example, it is difficult to imagine
a lessening of tensions in the Middle East without greater mutual under
standing among Jews, Christians, and Muslims. The great ideological and
institutional differences between and within religious traditions means,
however, that there is no global religious system comparable to the politi
cal, economic, military, and communication systems. For religious under
standing, then, no objective systemic approach suffices. One is forced back
upon one's self, to examine the depth of one's own spiritual experience
within one's religious tradition and then to relate that experience to the
contemporary world.
continued on page 20
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The opportunities and stresses of today's student

wo issues stand out when I compare the life challenges faced by my genera
tion in the 1960s, to those my twenry- and thirry-something daughters faced
in the 1990s and to those faced by today's students. First, today's students are
blessed with incomparable opportunities. Many Santa Clara students enter college
with significant academic, linguistic, and experiential portfolios. Advanced place
ment courses, second languages, trips to Europe and Asia, and service learning
have all become fairly commonplace in the student experience of at least suburban
high school graduates. vVhen these students get to Santa Clara, the International
Programs staff can help send them to more than 100 placements in forry-five dif
ferent countries. And these placements can be tailored to their special interests,
for example, environmental studies in either Costa
.
.
Rica or Kenya.
Interfaith dialogue
Second, and less ideal from the students'
perspective, today's twenry-two-year-olds face
extraordinary stresses in integrating myriad types
requires, above all, that
of knowledge and experience in the face of rapid
technological change and incredible global poverry,
participants have experienvironmental damage, illness, and chaos. No sin
gle technology, academic discipline, or geographic
enced what they are talkarea makes sense without relating it to many other
technologies, disciplines and geographic areas.
ing or being silent about.
Today's students must become experts in their areas
of specialization for both financial and humane
Sprinkling a little "spiritu
reasons. Yet if they focus exclusively on a single
technology, discipline, or region, they risk becom
ality lite" on a leadership
ing exclusivists and a part of the problem of ever
increasing global fragmentation. The revision of
the Santa Clara Core Curriculum in the mid-1990s
class will not help.
not only added requirements in laboratory science,
technology, non-Western culture, and the United
States, but also engaged students in relating their Core requirements to each other,
to their majors, to their electives, and to their extracurricular experiences. And
in the intervening years, the University has put significant efforts into aligning
the living and academic experiences at Santa Clara through Residential Learning
Communities in which students take core classes and live with others who have
similar interests

T

Globalization
he Universiry devoted the entire academic year of 2002-03 to the topic of
globalization. Globalization takes place in a world with a single superpower,
so the qualiry of U.S. leadership and the health of American sociery remain
disproportionately important for the entire globe. Today's secular universiry educa
tion has woefully under-prepared American elites to understand the role of religion
in contemporary international affairs. In fact, this lack of global religious under
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standing constitutes the greatest deficit in American analyses of international affairs.
The Defense Department, for example, grossly underestimated the importance of
Islam in the initial Iraqi political and economic reconstruction. More and more pub
lic commentators are slowly coming to the realization that our nation needs to reex
amine seriously the role of religion in education and in American public life. Recent
examples include "The Christian Paradox" by Bill McKibben in Harper's; "Faith Full:
When the Religious Right Was Left" by E.]. Dionne, Jr., in The New Republic; and
the New York Times bestseller God's Politics: Why the Right GeLI It Wrong and the Left
Doem't Get It by Jim \-Vallis, an Evangelical. Americans in general retain a pervasive
national unease about splitting the country into Red and Blue States of consciousness
and a sense that religion might be part of the problem andlor part of the solution.
The topic of the public role of American religion has not yet threatened to sur
pass the Chinese economic threat, the future of Social Security, or the rising price
of gas in newspaper column inches, but it has begun to be an issue for intellectuals
and politicians, most of whom struggle with an overly secular background. We
should not be too hard on Democratic Party Chairman Howard Dean,
but the Book of Job is not in the New Testament. George W.
Bush's embrace of Jesus as "his favorite philosopher" might
not guarantee a righteous prophetic nation on the issues
of national and international poverty and the lack of global
peacemaking. And Pat Robertson 's recent advocacy of the
assassination of Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez demon
strates again the civiJizational dangers of "political monks"
and "pious politicians."

Spirituality Lite

T

he temptation at Catholic universities such as Santa Clara is to
assign the national problem of "spirituality lite" to the three core
religious studies courses, and move on to mimic our secular coun
Today's secular university
terparts in all other matters . Perhaps we assume that graduates of our
Jesuit University are exceptions to the general lack of religious knowl
education has woefully
edge and experience among American elites. I wish it were that simple.
Santa Clara's three religious studies courses are a necessary beginning,
and the majority of the faculty reaffirmed their place during the revision
underprepared American
of the SCU Core Curriculum , but these classes constitute opportunities
for understanding and growth, not guarantees of spiritual maturity and
elites to understand the
connection. Santa Clara, as an institution, also devotes significant general
resources to investigating religious issues. All three of the Centers of
role of religion in contemDistinction (Ignatian, Marklllla, and Science, Technology, and Society)
focus on ethical and spiritual issues. Markkula, for example, permanently
porary international affairs.
hosts the Architects of Peace exhibit, which features photographs of
many Nobel Peace Prize winners and others as examples. It also brought
Swiss theologian Hans Kung and his Global Ethics Project to campus
last year. Campus Ministry serves students from diverse religious traditions, not just
Roman Catholics. Professor Philip Boo Riley has capitalized on the great religious
diversity of Silicon VaJley to inaugurate a Local Religion Project, which aims to
explore and document the religious diversity of the Silicon Valley. Santa Clara con
ducts the EI Salvador Immersion Program for the twenty-eight American Jesuit uni
versities. SCU gardeners and students create and maintain a beautiful, peaceful cam
pus where contemplation is at least possible. But all of these efforts and many others
constitute opportunities for religious growth, not guarantees thereof. Our students
can still graduate remarkabl y insensitive to religious experience and ethical values.
continued on page 22
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Making Sense of
the 21st Century
continued from page
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Secularism or pluralism?
ome may argue that secular graduates would
not be such a bad thing after al l. ""estern
political leaders and intellectuals chose the
vVestphalian paradigm after the Thirty Years War
(1618-48) precisely because such a paradigm seemed
the safe choice for national and world stability. We
can all cite examples of the nefarious uses of reli
gion, from Catholic and Protestant anti-Semitism to
Japanese Buddhist support for the 1937 invasion of
It is no accident that
China. India's Hindu nationalism and Islamist ter
rorism constitute contemporary global political chal
lenges. "Religious" persons have committed so many
the religious terrorhorrendous public acts that no religious tradition
approaches
interfaith dialogue even remotely sinless.
ism of the '995 Aum
Any twenty-first-century solution to this problem
must maintain the Enlightenment value of reli
Sh inrikro subway sarin
gious freedom, a position not fully embraced by the
Catholic Church until Vatican Council II (1962-65).
gas attack occurred
But leaving the public square empty is no solution
either. It is no accident that the religious terrorism
in the world 's most
of the 1995 Aum Shinrikro subway sarin gas attack
occurred in the world's most secular nation, Japan.
secular nation, Ja pan.
Young people look for spiritual inspiration and some
wiJl seek it in death cults if it is not available in its
true forms. In this essay, I advocate pluralistic tol
eration, not cultish religion nor fundamentalist secularism like a French La cite that
does not aJlow Muslim women to wear scarves in its militantly secular classrooms.
In the post-Cold War period, changes in international political, economic, military,
and communication systems mean that pluralism, not secularism, is the better global
political choice. The American educational system remains far too secular to prepare
its graduates for the real world of Iraq, India, China, and Latin America.
The greatest international political success of the twentieth century was the reuni
fication of Europe after two grievous world wars. This achievement required great
human sacrifice by "the Greatest Generation" of North Americans and Europeans,
especiaJly Americans and Russians. The key to reunification and the fall of the Berlin
vVall was the postwar rapprochement of France and Germany. Christianity played
a major role in fostering forgiveness and in framing the vision of a united Europe.
Postwar Christian Democratic parties, ecumenical groupings of Protestants and
Catholics, led the unification project, which also received strong bipartisan support
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Religious Stud ies
at Santa Clara University
from Social Democratic parties. The grassroots
spirirual backing for such a pan-European ori
entation came from religious leaders like the
Swiss Protestant theologian, Brother Roger
Schultz, who founded an ecumenical com
munity at Taize in France in 1940. Lutheran,
Anglican, Evangelical, Roman Catholic, and
Orthodox believers have all become monks in
this community, which stresses world peace,
ecumenical dialogue, and the deepening of
European spiriruality. \\Then Brother Roger
was murdered this past August, his friend,
Pope Benedict XVI, was among the many who
grieved. Survey research has demonstrated that
the recent weakening of religion in Europe
means that the European Union receives less
grassroots support, and the extreme anti-immi
grant parties of both the left and the right
receive more .

By Paul G. Crowley, S.J.
Associate Professor and Chair, Religious Studies Department
anta Clara's Department of Religious Studies is uniquely situated to
encounter the kinds of students Professor Eric Hanson SO accurately
describes. We professors meet most students at least three times
in their academic careers at Santa Clara- an unusually high rate
of student involvement in the study of religion, even for a cathOlic
university. We are proud of this feature of Santa Clara's Core and of our role
within it. Partly because of this heavy exposure and because of a very high
level ofteaching and scholarship in the department, we are currently enrolling
more majors and minors in Religious Studies than at any time in our history
students inspired to enter into the excitement of the serious study of religion.
If there is high interest in religion these days, there are obvious reasons for
it. This is the first generation of students to come to us since 9-11, a genera
tion who have been seasoned on terrorism and natural disaster, as well as
the shrinking of the planet through such forces as globalization and even
climate change. And rarely before has religion played so central a role on the
world stage. Students are not content only with "spirituality" (the mantra "I'm
spiritual, but not religious," is somewhat passe already). Many are delving
seriously into what religion could mean for their lives, how it can lend mean
ing and hope to their existence, and how they can participate in the life of the

Rel igious Maturity

planet from a religious foundation. These are generous and idealistic students,
volunteering at record rates for post-graduation service In programs like Teach

equiring three religious srudies courses
at Yale and at the campuses of the
University of California for example,
would not by itself solve the problem of
American religious illiteracy. No superficial
knowledge of religion, nor even a superficial
belief or non-belief, can substitute for spiri
rual integrity and depth, religious or agnos
tic. Even if my book's paradigm captures the
essence of the post-Cold War political, eco
nomic, military, and communication systems,
that objective statement does not guarantee
murual understanding among religious and
secular citizens and leaders. Interfaith dialogue
requires, above all, that participants have expe
rienced what they are talking or being silent
about. Sprinkling a little "spiriruality lite" on a
leadership class will not help. Only the marure
person, with grace, can affect his/her own
spirirual integrity and depth . Religious matu
rity remains serious work for dedicated persons
with developed senses of humor. As the Bible
tells us: "Unless you become like a little child,
you shall not enter the Kingdom of Heaven."
continued on page 24

America and Jesuit Volunteer Corps.
Seasoned professors in the department could document the changes in
student profiles over the years, shifts in posture toward religion and range
of exposure to different types of religion. Even among Catholic students, it Is
not at all unusual for us today to meet many of mixed religious heritage. Nor
is it unusual to find students who are quite open-minded toward exploration

of religious traditions other than their own, even as they find themselves at
peace with the tradition that they have been given at home. While we sent a
contingent of students to World Youth Day in Cologne this summer to meet
Pope Benedict XVI, we are also seeing our majors and minors traveling to
places like India to experience life in a Buddhist monastery.
In keeping with the Jesuit commitment to interreligiOUS dialogue as
indispensable to theological understanding, we offer courses not only in the
Catholic theology (the bulk of our courses), but also in other religious tradi
tions and approaches to religion: Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, and
Asian and African religions, among other offerings. And our Local Religion
Project is putting students In direct contact with religious communities here
In the Bay Area-one of the most religiously diverse parts of the country. They
are learning about the many faces of religion in their own neighborhood,
including the diverse faces of Catholicism Itself.
Far from offering ·spirltuality lite," the Santa Clara Religious Studies cur
riculum today offers a template both broad and deep for the study of reli
gion. Students take courses at three levels (introductory, Intermediate, and
advanced) in any of three major fields: Scripture and Tradition; Theology,
Ethics and Spirituality; and Religion and Society. One of our aims is to bolster
religious literacy, not just with the delivery of information, but through the
Inculcation of habits of serious reading, rigorous reflection, and thoughtful
writing and conversation on religion, and faith, SO that students can Indeed
arrive at the kind of spiritual maturity, integrity, and depth that Professor
Hanson rightly cites as a goal of Jesuit education.
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Making Sense of
the 21st Century
An education for the
twenty-first century must
foster both intelligence and
spirituality, both global and
local visions, both tech
nological and traditional
forms of expression, and
lifelong learning for service
and for its own sa ke. And
all these dichotomies find
th ei r unity in the person's
discovery of self.

continued from page 23

The role of spirituality

F

aced with my own limited understanding and experience of
what's needed, I consulted the writings of the twentieth cen
tury Trappist monk, Thomas Merton (1915-68). The convert
Merton seems to have had the relevant mystical experience, studied and
prayed over the history of Christian spirituality all his religious life,
and conducted significant dialogues with "great souls" in other tradi
tions of Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism, and Islam. In fact, although
he studied Shakespeare, Eliot, and Blake under Mark Van Doren at
Columbia University, it was a Hindu ascetic who first introduced him
to the Christian spiritual classics, Augustine's Confessions and Thomas a
Kempis's The Imitation of Christ. Merton also carried on a long friend
ship and writing project with Daisetz T. Suzuki, the most important
Zen master of early twentieth-century America. Merton wrote one of
his most revelatory spiritual letters to a Pakistani Sufi. No wonder, one
month prior to his death, Merton wrote , "I think we have now reached
a stage of (long overdue) religious maturity at which it might be pos
sible for someone to remain perfectly faithful to a Christian and \iVestern
monastic commitment and yet to learn in depth from, say, a Buddhist
or Hindu discipline and experience. I believe that some of us need to do
this in order to improve the quality of our own monastic life and even to
help in the task of monastic renewal which has been undertaken within
tl1e Western Church."
My choice of Merton as a guide (specifically the book Thomas Merton:
Spiritual Master: the Essential Writings), of course, reflects my Catholic
faith. If I were a Muslim, I would choose The Heart of Islam by Seyyed
Hossein Nasr, and I did ground my book's discussion of Islam with this
book. Nasr, for example, suggests that all members of the religions of
the book should study the influence of the great Islamic philosopher
Averroes (Ibn Rushd) on the equally great medieval Jewish and Christian
philosopher-theologians, Maimonides and Thomas Aquinas. All three
great minds faced the challenge of integrating Greek wisdom with their
religious traditions. Buddhists, Jews, Protestants, Orthodox, and Hindus
would choose spiritual writers from their own traditions.

Defining a 21St century education
hat is a true education then) At the end of the my SCU course, Religion
and Politics in the Developing 'W orld, I give students Merton's essay on
just that topic, and it states: "The function of a university is, then, first of
all to help the student discover himself: to recognize himself, and to identify who it is
that chooses." An education for the twenty-first century must foster both intelligence
and spirituality, both global and local visions, both technological and traditional forms
of expression, and lifelong learning for service and for its own sake. And all these
dichotomies find their unity in the person's discovery of self. In my course's small
group discussions, we ask whether these four university years would be better spent in
a corporate training program, a Zen (or Christian) monastery, online education, or in
a service learning setting like the Arrupe placements or Santa Clara's program in El
Salvador. Hopefully, a Santa Clara education integrates elements of each model.
I began this essay with a genuinely sympathetic affirmation of the great challenges
faced by our current students in making sense of the twenty-first century. Our sixties
generation could depend on the rel a tive simplicity of the Cold \Var paradigm, how
ever horrible the realities of the Vietnam and Afghanistan Wars. Today's graduates
must understand so much more than even those
who graduated in the 1990s did . They must relate
multiple technologies, aca demic disciplines, and
geographic areas to each other and to a deep and
tiThe function of a
integral personal spirituality. Objective knowledge,
even encyclopedic objective knowledge, gets them
university is ... to help
only part of the way. Man does not live by data
processing capacity alone . Contemporary life also
the student discover
demands a greater spiritual integrity and depth that
motivates communal action on behalf of humanity.
himself: to recognize
Merton became not only a solitary contemplative,
but he participated in the great social movements of
himself, and to identify
his era, from civil rights to peacemaking (the SAC
bombers used to fly over his Kentucky hermitage).
who it is that chooses."
Education-like life, love, and politics-is always
an act of faith . The individual's spirit, according to
Merton, "sees God precisely by understanding that
-Thomas Merton
He [or She] is utterly invisible to it." That intuitive
leap, devoid of content, constitutes the basic foun
dation for, among other gifts, human service and a strong defense against the ravages
of false religion . Such a leap leaves us spiritually "naked." Merton adds, "Spiritual
nakedness, on the other hand, is far too stark to be useful. It strips life down to the
root where life and death are equal, and this is what nobody likes to look at. But it is
where freedom really begins: the freedom that cannot be guaranteed by the death of
somebody else." !vIay the next generation of Santa Clara students become truly edu
cated, finding their spiritua I depth in contemplation and in the true practical wisdom
of contributing to more just and peaceful societies in our increasingly complicated and
troubled world. I both envy and do not envy them!
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Eric O. Hanson, Patrick A. Donohoe, S.l., Professor of Political Science, has taught at Santa Clara University
for thirty years after completing five years' study in East Asia and a doctorate in Chinese politics from
Stanford University. He directed the revision of the current Core Curriculum, 1992-97, and received the 1992
University Brutacao and 2003 College Logothetti teaching awards. Religion and Politics in the International
System Today is his third book. In an act of full disclosure, Eric states that his brother Kirk is the director of
SCU's Markkula Center for Applied Ethics.
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Celebrating Our Mission
Transforming Lives
Hotly in Pursuit of the Real
The Cathol ic Writer
by Ron Hansen
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Ron Hansen, professor of English at
SCU, was appointed to the Gerard
Manley Hopkins, S.J., Professorship
in the Arts and Humanities in
September 1996. He was the first
faculty member to hold the endowed
chair, which was established by an
anonymous donor in 1995. Hansen is
the author of a number of critically
acclaimed novels, including Mariette
in Ecstasy, Atticus, and Hitler's
Niece. He is also the author of A
Stay Against Confusion, a volume of
essays on fiction and faith. This essay
is reprinted from Explore, a publica
tion of the Ba nnan In stitute, part of SCU's Ignatian Center. For
more informat ion, see w w w.scu.edu/ignatiancenter.

In "Confessions of a Reluctant Catholic," novelist Alice
McDermott recalls learning to be a writer, which "seemed
to me from the outset to be an impossible pursuit, one for
which I had no preparation or training, or even motive,
except for a secret and undeniable urge to do so." She'd dis
covered that "fiction made the chaos bearable, fiction trans
formed the absurdity of our brief lives by giving context
and purpose and significance to every gesture, every desire,
every detail. Fiction transformed the meaningless, fleeting
stuff of daily life into the necessary components of an endur
ing work of art." I
The intuition of the fiction writer is similar to that of the
scientist, that the world is governed by rules and patterns
that are, by analysis and experiment, detectable, that the
hidden mysteries of nature can be interrogated and solved.
I have run into people who don't read fiction beca use they
feel it's founded on fabrications and swindles and worthless
extenuations of reality-golfer John Daly once complained
about English classes at the University of Arkansas where
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he was forced to read "these big, fat books that weren't
even true"-but for many of us fiction holds up to the light,
fathoms, simplifies, and refines those existential truths that,
without such interpretation, seem all too secret, partial, and
elusive. And that, of course, is the goal of religion as well.
Writing not only gives form and meaning to our some
times disorderly existence, but gives the author the chance
for self disclosure and communion with others, while giv
ing readers a privileged share in another's inner life that,
perhaps imperceptibly, questions and illuminates their own.
Reading attentively, connecting our lives with those of fic
tional characters, choosing ethically and emotionally just as
they do or in contradistinction to them, we enter the realm
of the spirit where we simultaneously discover our likeness
to others and our difference, our uniqueness. Questioning
ourselves and our world, finding in it, for all its coincidence,
accidents, and contingencies a mysterious coherence, we
may become aware of a horizon beyond which abides the
One who is the creator and context of our existence.
Commenting on the short stories and personal essays of
Andre Dubus, Tobias Wolff noted that in his friend's work
"the quotidian and the spiritual don't exist on different planes,
but infuse each other. His is an unapologetically sacramen
tal vision of life in which ordinary things participate in the
miraculous, the miraculous in ordinary things. He believes
in God, and talks to him, and doesn't mince words ... He is
open to mystery, and of all mysteries the one that interests
him most is the human potential for transcendence. "1
Edifying Christian fiction can have a tendency to attenu
ate the scandal of the incarnation by circumscribing the
sensual or sordid facts of the flesh in order to concentrate
on heavenly actions and aspirations. And in doing so such
fiction fails both the mysteries we are informed of by faith
and those mysteries of sin and redemption we perceive in
our daily lives. We need Christian fiction writers who are, in
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Flannery O'Connor's phrase, "hotly in pursuit of the reaL"
She noted that "the chief difference between the novelist
who is an orthodox Christian and the novelist who is merely
a naturalist is that the Christian novelist lives in a larger uni
verse . He believes that the natural world contains the super
natural. And this doesn't mean that his obligation to portray
nature is less; it means it is greater." l
In an essay entitled "How to Be an American Novelist in
Spite of Being Southern and Catholic," Walker Percy identi
fied the inherent congeniality of Christianity to the vocation
of the novelist, noting that the Christian ethos "underwrites
those very properties of the novel without which there is no
novel: I am speaking of the mystery of human life, its sense
of predicament, of something having gone wrong, of life as
a wayfaring and a pilgrimage, of the density and linearity of
time and the sacramental reality of things."·
\Nriting on vocation in Magister Ludi, the great German
novelist Herman Hesse noted, "There are many types and
kinds of call, but the core of the experience is always the
same: your soul is awakened, transformed, or exalted, so that
instead of dreams and presentiments from within, a sum
mons comes from without, a portion of reality presents itsel f
and makes a claim."
I have discovered in late night conversations that many
of my friends have had profound experiences of God's hand,
God 's voice, God's solace, God's gentle invitation. But how
often are those experiences written about? And yet they are
as important, indelible, and real as anything else that hap
pens to us. Catholic writers may principally differ from oth
ers in their heightened awareness of the unseen but ineluc
table foundation of our existence, and in their unsqueamish
and unembarrassed insi stence that one is hotly in pursuit
of the real especially when writing about the substance of
things hoped for.

I Alice iVIcDermotf, "Confessions of;} Reluctant C:.lthoiic," COllnll oll1J.) cnl
(Febru ary II, 2000).

2 A.ndre

Dubus, Brolt", VeS)"e[f, with an introduction by Tobias \Volff (Iloston :
David R. Godine, Publisher, 1991 ), xv.

l Flannery O'Conno r, .l1ysw y and MflnTlen, selected ~nd edited by Saliy and
Robert Fitzgerald (Ke\\' York: Farrar, Smus and Giroux, 1961 ), 175.

• \Valker Percy, Signposts in a Strange L flfld, ed. Patrick Samw.}', S.j. (New Yo rk:
Farrar, Srrau s & Giroux, 1991), 17 8.
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From the Alumni Office

I

n July, I had the honor of joining
25 other alumni and faculty on
the second annual Santa Clara
University Alumni Association
trip to the Oregon Shakespeare
Festival (OSF) in Ashland. It was
an amazing trip that included great
company, wonderful food, enter
taining theater (with Vilma Silva
'81 in the lead role of Amy in a
play called Gibraltar, commissioned
by the OSF), thought-provoking
post-play discussions (led by SCU
theater professor Aldo Billingslea),
river rafting (led by religious studies
professor Paul Fitzgerald, S.]. '80),
warm weather, beautiful scenery, and
the opportunity to bond with other
Broncos who like travel. I loved the
area and I loved all of the activi-

Fall '06

Italy

Join the Santa Clara
Alumni Association
for an enriching
travel experience.
For information, go to
WWw.scu.edu/alumnitravel
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ties, but it was the people I met (and
became friends with) that made the
journey very special. The trip is about
so much more than just Shakespeare
(although Shakespeare is a pretty
good reason to go), and I hope yo u'll
consider joining us next year when
we return to Ashland. Mark your cal
endars for August 14-18,2006.
As we continue to expand our
alumni travel program offerings, I
am very pleased to announce that the
SCU Alumni Association will offer
an alumni trip to Italy in fall 2006.
\Ne're still finalizing some of the
details, but rest assured it will be an
exciting and uniquely "Sa nta Claran"
itinerary. Look for more details in
the next Santa Clara iVJ.agazine and
in upcoming Alumni Association
communications.

Did You Know?
There are more than 5,000 Broncos
registered for inCircle, our SCU social
networking senrice. InCircie has a
new layout and some additional capa
bilities, and I encourage you to log on
and check it out. We're particularly
excited about the "Groups" feature,
which allows alumni to come together
and communicate based on common
interests. Users can, among other
things, post to group message boards,
set up events, and share photo albums.

Groups have already been set up for
Delta Sigma Pi, Women's Soccer
Alumni, Ruff Rider Alunmi, and the
Class of 1955 , just to name a few.
There are many ways to effectively
network and stay connected to other
Broncos, so if you haven 't already, sign
up for inCircie now at www.scu.edul
incircl e.

What's New
Although a directory of SCU alumni
can be found online both on inCirele
and the Online Community (www.
a Iumn iconnections. com/sa n taela ra/),
the Alumni Association also pro
vides a print directory for those who
would like a hard copy reference. vVe
undertake this project every 5 years
and since our last print version was
sent in 2001, it's time for us to do it
again . vVe are in the final planning
stages of the project now, and in
January, you will be receiving impor
tant participation information from
us . Watch your e-mail or mailbox
after the New Year, and thanks in
advance for help making this direc
tory current, useful, and relevant.

Enjo)1 the co'tlting holidays!
Go Broncos!
Kathy Kale '86
Executive Director,
Al umni Association

Undergraduate Alumni
Robert Lambert and his
Q wife,
Peggy, celebrated

5

their 55th wedding anniversary in
June. They were married one week
after Bob graduated from SCU.
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Paul F. Weston M .A. '73,
retired after 32 years of
working with special needs stu
dent s, both in Ea st Side Union
high schools and at Saratoga
High School . He is a part time
lecturer in the Education
Department at SCU. He spends
part of the year supporting
orphaned children with AIDS
at Sarnelli House in Nang Kha i,
Thailand, and has taught English
to physically handicapped young
adults at the Redempturi st
Vocational School in Pattaya,
Thailand . He ha s two children,
Patrick and Elizabeth '00, and
lives in Menlo Park.
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Tim Andersen, Ted
Broedlow, John Casey,
Pat Cronin, Dennis Devitt, Bill
Knopf, Mike Negrete, Marty
Petrich,lrv Scott, John Shean,
Ken Spadoni, Nick Tone, Joe
Tinney, and Denis Vanier gath
ered in Central Oregon for their
41 st reunion. Beside s great
weather. golf. and camaraderie,
they enjoyed superb dinners on
the banks of the Deschut es Ri ver.
They w ill gather next spring in
Southern California. Those inter
ested in the next sojourn should
contact Nick Tone via e-mail at
ntone@vwbins.com.
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Kevin J. Donahue wa s
named the 2005 Centr al
Coast Section athletic director of
the year by the California State
Athletic Directors Association . He
is in his 27th year at Serra High
School in San Mateo, where he
has served as athletic director for
26 years.

patrice Koda Coyle was
installed in June as chair
woman of the board of trustees
of the Mercy Foundation in
Sacramento. Also at the event,
Rod Read '51, was presented
with the Distinguished Service
Award and his son, Mark Read
'79, was given the Volunteer of
the Year Award . Greg Finn '79,
MBA '88 is a development officer
with the foundation, which was
established in 1954 to raise funds
for and awareness of the works
of the Sisters of Mercy. Keith
Mathews is pr incipal of St. Francis
Central Coast Cathol ic High
School in Wat sonville. Keith , his
wife , Judy (Radovich) '83, and sons
Dylan and Aidan live in Aptos .
John Stege and his wife, Laura,
moved from Southern Cal ifornia
to Aptos in September. John is the
vice president of sales and mar
keting for Superior Administrators
and Laura is the Pacific Northwest
account executive for Scantron
Corporation.
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Mike McRoskey of Pacific
Palisades ha s joined the
Staubach Company, a tenant
representation brokerage firm, as
a principal and will help lead its
Los Angeles operation . Previou sly,
he was senior vice president of
corporate services for Skyline
Partners.
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celia J. Esquivel is an
associate state director
with AARP California, a certified
Feng Shui practitioner, and an
aroma therap iSt. Recognized as
an authority on aging is sues, she
is a member of the California
Commission on Aging, chairs the
Long Range Strategic Pl an for
An Aging California committee,
and is a state delegate to the
2005 White House Conference on

Aging in Washington, D.C. Nand
Ontko and her husband, Jim Clem,
just relocated to Gig Harbor,
Wash. Nanci is vice president of
human resources for Chipman
Relocations.
Michael Dee joined Grubb
& Ellis as senior vice
president and national director
of retail. He is responsible for
business development of new
retail clients, recruiting new retail
brokers for the company, aS Sisting
with training and development,
and taking a leading role with the
International Council of Shopping
Centers on behalf of Grubb &
Ellis. Michael is ba sed in the
company's Dallas office.
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David Padilla wa s appoint
ed to the Orange County
Fair and Exposition Center's
board of directors by Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger. David, a Costa
Mesa reSident, is the president of
the Internet consulting firm Net
Media Strategies and works in
partnership with the Los Angeles
ba sed firm Netvolution, both of
which specialize in con sulting
on a variety of Internet market
ing strategies. As a community
activist, he is co-founder of the
Hispanic 100; holds seats on the
boards of directors for the Latino
Coalition and the California
Empowerment Council; and was
the chairman for two years for
the American Cancer Society's
Relay for Life in Santa Ana , an
event he cont inues to support .
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Lynn Berrettoni and her
hu sband, Andrew Caglieris,
teach history and math, respec
tively at the Peddie School in
Hightstown, N.J. They have two
daughters: Gabi, 13, and Mia, 8.
Susan Mulcahy was appointed

executive director of Youth
Science Institute. She spent the
previous 18 years in nonprofit
leadership and management.
From 1994 to 2000 she was exec
utive director of environmental
volunteers in Palo Alto.
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Mary Rose Colonna mar
ried Andy Caras on Aug. 13
at Holy Family Catholic Church in
South Pasadena. She is director
of finance for the ABC Television
Network.
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AViS Bishop-Thompson is
the first African -American
woman to be appointed part
ner at the law firm DeCotiis,
FitzPatrick, Cole & Wisler in
Teaneck, N.J. She practices civil
litigation, education, labor, and
employment law in the public
and private sectors. Nella Nencini
lives in Kenya and has begun
Africa With Nella, a travel plan
ning and personal ized guiding
business. She is a professional
sa fari guide and teaches yoga in
the Great Rift Valley. Eryth Zecher
is serving her second combat
tour in Iraq. She is the com
pany commander for the 146th
Transportation Company out of
Ogden, Utah.
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Jennifer (Ruiz) Malate
and her husband, Tim ,
welcomed their second daughter,
Mallory Jenna Keilani Malate, on
Oct. 13- She joins big sister Janel, 5,
in the family's San Jose home.

8g

Aideen (FitzGerald)
Gaffney and her husband,
Bill, have dedicated a new play
ground at Our Lady of the Lake
School, in Lake Oswego, Ore., to
the memory of Bill's father, James
Gaffney '50, whose grandchildren,
Connor and Caitlin, attend the
sch ool.
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Change is in the Air
It's clear that fall has arrived. To me, fall is
the "new year," not January I, because most
of us restart our engines in the fall for our
children's new school year, or the increased
>-

~

tfl'"
~

workload after our vacations, or perhaps a
much-needed reassessment of where we
want to direct our lives!
The SCU Career Center is starting the

6> academic year with several changes, too-a
~ new assistant director for employer rela

tions, a newly formed job share for the assis
tant director / Arts and Sciences liaison position, a new position for
manager of student employment, and, the change most affecting
alumni, a new assistant director for alumni and graduate students
in the School of Education, Counseling Psychology, and ,Pastoral
Ministry. We are pleased to announce that Anne Oja has joined our
staff as the assistant director for Alumni. You will hear from Anne
in the next issue of this magazine.
These changes in the Career Center allow us to provide many
services for undergraduates and alumni. For alumni, we continue
offering one-on-one career counseling and coaching with the
assistant director/alumni for all stages of career development.
Alumni can take advantage of these consultations to receive
advice and counsel about career changes, job search, promotion
and raises, negotiating conflict, networking strategies, and build
ing professional relationships. For the convenience of the work
ing profeSSional, evening appointments are available. For those
alumni living out of the area, telephone and Internet coaching
are popular options.
In initiating and managing our own office changes,l'm remind
ed of an important aspect of successfully managing our own
career development: We must know the difference between the
"product"-us-and the "market"-those who want the product.
Particularly during times of change, we must be able to move back
and forth between what we want and what the market wants.
Perhaps at the beginning of the "new year," it's time to check
out your approach to managing your career, get the answers to
your questions, add some new learning to your career education,
and see if the Career Center can help with the process. Call us at
408-554-4421, and make an appointment for a phone conversation
or an in-person visit. We're pretty good at dealing with change
and we can partner with you to manage yours!
-Kathy Potter, Director, Career Center
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Bridget (Hopkins) and
Adrian Ivanov '89 wel
comed a son, Thomas Hopkins,
on May 18. Thomas joins brother
Griffin, 6, and sister Collette, 4.
Eric Steuben MBA '95 and his wife,
GinaMarie, welcomed their fourth
child, Kadence Lillian, on March
24. Kadence's brother, Keaton, 6,
and sisters Kylie, 4, and Kendell,
2, are proud siblings. Eric serves
as vice president of operations
for Microdental Laboratorie s. He
and his family live in Pleasanton,
Calif. Julie (Knudsen) Warner and
her husband, Blake, welcomed a
daughter, Blair, on June 14. Blair
joins big brother Mason , 4, and
sister Kendall, 2, in the family's
Hillsborough home.

9O

9

1Tricia Boudreau Jackson,

her husband Doug,and
their son, Bradley, are pleased
to announce the arrival of Riley
Michael on June 19. Susan Ughe
says she has decided to take a
break from the high-tech world
to open Sacred Paths Bookstore in
San Mateo.
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Mike Kerr and his wife,
Amie, welcomed their
first baby, Ava Margarite on
July 28. The family lives in San
Francisco. Brian Lampe was engi
neer-of-record for one of ABC's
"Extreme Makeover" homes
built in Kingston, Wash. for the
Dore family, who had lost their
home in a fire. Brian worked with
Centex Homes to engineer the
framing so that it could be built
in panels off-site, trucked to the
site for staging, and assembled
on site. The show was filmed in
November 2004, a week before
the birth of Brian's son, Thomas,
and aired in January 2005 . Brian
lives in Kirkland, Wash. with his
wife, Susan (Moraski) Lampe,
and daughters Kathryn, 6, and
Rebecca, 3. Andrea (Barclay)
Maxwell and her husband,
Mark, announce the arrival of
twins, William Barclay and Luke
Joseph, on March 22. The twins
join brother Sam, 3, at the family
home in Redwood City. Deborah

McLennan recently accepted a
position as Marketing Leader at
GE Security in Newark, Calif. She
spent the last three years at GE
Healthcare Financial Services
in Milwaukee, Wis. as Market
Development Manager and is
happy to be back in the Bay
Area after nine years bouncing
around the east coast, Europe,
and the midwest. Tim Rogers and
Jana Hee M,A, '97 announce the
birth of their daughter, Margaux
Kennedy Kaimiola Mei Lan, born
June 3. Margauxjoins brother
Quin and her parents at their
San Jose home. Tim is a prod 
uct line controller with Adobe
Systems and Jana is director of
Graduate Business Student Life
and Academic Support at SCU.
Mike Wallis married Venus White
on June 25 at St. Rose of Lima
Catholic Church in Reno, Nev. Mike
is an executive producer for game
software company Battleborne
Entertainment, and Venus works
in Carson City as an administrator
for an assisted living facility. They
live in Reno. Kevin Woestman and
Peggy McClung were married on
Aug. 13 in Norfolk, Va . They live in
Chantilly, Va.
Monica (Zimmerman)
Eastridge and Scott
Eastridge announce the birth of
a baby girl, Madeline Elise. She
was born on May 6, in Riverside,
Calif. Three-year-old twin big sis
ters, India and Gracie, welcomed
baby Madeline home. Monica
teaches art history part time at
two Riverside community col
leges. Erin (Sandstrom) Fuelscher
and her husband, Matt, welcomed
their miracle, Evelyn Rose, into the
world on June 28. Tracey (Smith)
Kennedy and her husband, Dan,
welcomed their first child, a
daughter named Jordan Nadine,
on Aug. 8. Tracey works for The
Arizona Republic as a market
ing manager and Dan works for
Intuit as an IT project manager.
The family lives in Phoenix, Ariz.
Elizabeth (Goebel) a nd Paul Nuti
announce the birth of daughter
Emma Rose on Oct. 20, 2004, in
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Berkeley. She joins older sister,
Julia Clare. Christine Filice-Tuma
and her husband welcomed son
Peyton Christopher on Aug. 5. He
joins sisters Noelle and Isabelle at
the family's home in San Ramon.
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Greg Alexander and
Amy (Pratt) welcomed
son Logan Neil on March 19.
He joins his big brother, Aidan,
3- The family lives in Portland,
Ore. where Greg is a dentist in
private practice. April (Phillips)
Cobb is a senior business analyst
for the USHH Division of Merck
Co., Inc. Her husband, Chris Cobb,
enters his seventh year as a sys
tems analyst for Lumbermen's
Merchandising Co-op. He is
also a wrestling official for the
Pennsylvania Interschola stic
Athletic Association. The couple
lives in Spring City, Pa. with
their four children: Madailein, 8,
William, 6, Shaylan, 4, and Caellie,
2. Gordon and Erin Gibbs and son
Dominic, 2, welcomed Patrick
Gordon into the family on Dec. 7,
2004. They live in Rochester, Minn.
where Gordy is a fellow at Mayo
Clinic in interventional radiology
and Erin is a Web video producer
for mayoclinic.com . Dominic "is an
aspiring cowboy and so far Patrick
just enjoys his food and a good
belly laugh." Kimberly Ritchey
and Eric Le Towt were married in
October 20 0 2 in Pebble Beach,
Calif. with a number of Santa
Clara alumni in their wedding
party, including: Karen (Phillips)
Bocabella, Stacy Aquilino, Beth
Ellis, Tracy Spencer, Jennifer
(Navarro) Strawn, Amy (Pratt)
Alexander, Jill (Naughton) Vogt,
Lia (Young) Hunt, James Ritchey
'OS, Joseph Ritchey '07, and John
Ritchey III J.D. '68. The couple
resides in Pebble Beach where
Kim is in-house counsel for a local
property development company
and Eric is a financial advisor with
UBS Securities. Sherrie (Buente)
and Tommy Thompson announce
the birth of their son, Kade
Christian, on Aug. 26. He joins sis
ter Megan and brother Luke. The
family lives in Gilbert, Ariz .
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Bridget Branson married
Mark Albert in Sunriver,
Ore. on July 23- The couple lives
in Bend, Ore. Joe Greenspan
and Marla Halsne were married
on June 4 at St. Mary Parish in
Buffalo Grove, III. Groomsmen
included Mike Reinardy, Brandon
Wilson, Eric Hove, Chris Carlos,
Sean Brennan '96, and Gabe
Zahony '96. The couple lives in
Scottsdale, Ariz ., where Joe is
director of product marketing for
Sage Software. Tom Kelley mar
ried Virginia Bentley on May 16,
2004, at st. Stephen's Church in
Orinda . The couple welcomed a
baby girl , Zoe Isabella, on Aug .
19. The family lives in Concord.
Amanda (Wallen) Klinger and her
husband,Stev~announcethe

birth of their daughter, Laurel
Nicole, on June 1, 2004. The fam
ily lives in Saratoga. Amy (Gillum)
and Ted Laymon '87 announce the
birth of their son, Tyler Robert, on
March 26.

A Passion for Performance
Kathy Holly '65 is a busy Bay Area
singer and performer
"Busy" is a word that comes
~

to mind when one hears

g what Kathy Holly '65 is up to
~ these days.

5

A native San Franciscan,

~

Holly has performed as a
0< vocalist, musician, bandlead

8 er, actress, voice.. over artist,
§ and teacher. She heads up
it several bands and groups
including The Uptown
Singers (cabaret), Route 66 (country), The Top Hat Band (swing),
Barbary Coast Four (Dixieland jazz), International Affaire (popu

lar/ethnic music), and the Kathy Holly Trio (jazz). She is also a busy
soloist, cabaret performer, and "international chanteuse" as she
calls herself (she sings in eight languages), and she has performed
in hotels, clubs, and restaurants from Los Angeles to Florida, not to
mention venues in Europe, Thailand, Australia, Philippines, China,
and Korea .
Holly says she started performing when she was 6, and she
hasn't stopped since. An English major while at SCU, Holly earned
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Mike Betz and his wife,
Alisa (Harmon) '97,
announce the birth of a baby
girl , Alice MaryJean, born Aug. 6
in Seattle. Amber (Kuhnert) and
Sean Brennan welcomed their
second daughter, Addison , born
in August. Sean, Amber, Avery,
and Addison currently reside in
Florida . Tyson Green received a
lifesaving award from the City of
Santa Clara Police Department.
He was promoted to the position
of DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance
Education) Officer, where he
instructs grade school children .
Vanessa (Bettisworth) Rambis and
her husband, Jeffrey, announce
the birth of a daughter, Jillian
Christine, on Sept. 1. She joins big
brother Caleb in the family's San
Jose home. Susan (Rostand) and
Phil von Buchwaldt MBA '04, and
their son , Aidan, have moved to
Spokane, Wash. Phil is the vice
president of Commercial Lending
at Washington Trust Bank in
Spokane. Jessica (Cihak) Wilson
and her husband, John, announce
the birth of a daughter, Claudia
Jean , on Aug. 6.

a minor in drama (there was no major at the time). "My most
memorable experience at Santa Clara was playing the role of Kim
MacAfee in Bye Bye Birdie! and working with Mr. Gross, the Drama
Department's director for our show," she says. "Jorma Kaukonen
'64, our guitar player in Birdie, went on to celebrity status with
Grace Slick."
Beyond the academics at SCU, Holly says she learned values that
have served her well in her career. "One of the most important val
ues I learned at Santa Clara was ... to use my talents to improve my
community," explains Holly, who shares her talents and experience
through her teaching work with elementary and high school stu
dents. She says this work is her way of helping cultivate the next
generation of performers and audiences.
Holly says she has had many memorable and unusual experi
ences during her career. In '979, she performed as a cabaret singer
on a cruise ship, the Aquamarine, which sailed from Hong Kong
to Kobe, Japan, up the South China coast. "I was the first cabaret
singer in China," she says. "It was the first cruise ship of its kind to
be able to visit China year round during the first year that China
opened the door to tourism," she says.
She also points to a recent experience with her group, The
Uptown Singers, when they performed for the Thai community
to raise money for the Tsunami survivors. "We were broadcast on
television in Thailand and on the Bay Area Thai station," she says.
"It was wonderful to be appreciated by the Thai community for a
good cause."

-By Elizabeth Kelley Gillogly '9:J
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Russell Dahl writes that
his band, The Evergreens,
was nominated for "Best Rock
Album" at the 2005 San Diego
Music Awards. After graduating
from SCU, Russell earned a Ph.D.
in chemistry from the University
of California, San Diego. Karen
(Chan) and Robert Dang '96
announce the birth of a baby girl,
Madeline Elise. She was born on
March 20. Madeline Elise joins
big sister Mia Katherine. Andrew
Mhyre earned his Ph.D. in phar
macology from the University of
Washington in August. On Sept.
3, he married Jennifer Wacker in
Rochester, NY The two met in
graduate school in Seattle.
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cristina Calderon mar
ried Ricardo Olea on Aug.
21,2004 at St. Mary's Cathedral
in San Francisco. The recep
tion was held at the Fairmont
San Francisco. The wedding
party included Trina Warren
and Vanessa Santos Wong. The
couple lives in San Francisco. Jeff
Dennison is a public and exter
nal affairs manager with Sprint
Corporation. Mark Huson and his
wife, Jenna , announce the birth
of their son, John "Jack" Morrison
Huson on Sept. 3 in Washington,
D.c. Mark recently completed an
MBA at Georgetown's McDonough
School of Business and is an IT
strategy consultant with Booz
Allen & Hamilton's financial servic
es practice. Ryan Martin-Spencer
and his wife, Laura, welcomed
daughter Kyra on Sept. 17- The
family lives in Belmont, Calif. Kelly
(Hannibal) O'Sullivan MBA '02
and her husband, Brian, welcomed
their son, Carter Thomas, on June
6. Kelly and Brian live in Santa
Clara. Kelly is a technical market
ing manager at Hitachi GST and
Brian is a sales manager with IBM.
Shannon (Donnelly) Walcott '98
and her husband Erik are Carter's
godparents.
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JeSSi Bowden married
Michael Friesen on Aug.
27 in Aspen, Colo. The wed
ding party included classmates
Brendan (Mahoney) Ash and Gena
Mason Frank. Also in attendance
were Brian Setzer and Dawn
(Miner) Wolfe.

- Gilbert Aviles and Nyrene
O 0 Badal were married
'02

at Mission Santa Clara on May
7- Groomsmen included Brian
Fong, Adrian Coria and Josh
Ortiz. Bridesmaids included SCU
junior Christine Badal and Diana
Hernandez '02. The couple lives in
San Jose. Reilly Dampeer won two
national titles at the 134th run
ning of the U.S. Rowing National
Championships. Dampeer won
gold in both the women's senior
and elite single sculls. The five
day national championship
regatta featured more than
1,200 of the country's top row
ers, including members of the
U.S. National Team. While at SCU,
Dampeer helped the Broncos to
a 1999 Western Intercollegiate
Rowing Association title in the
women's four with coxswain . Rob
Stangelini earned an MBA from
the University of Chicago in June;
married Amelia Blanchard on July
9 in Florence, Italy; and is now the
corporate development manager
at Fender Musical Instruments
in Scottsdale, Ariz. Elizabeth
G. Weston recently earned a
master's degree from Stanford
University.
Barron and
O1Elizabeth
Ruben Silva were married
on July 3. Members of the wed
ding party included Christopher
Madruga '02, Caren Maravilla,
Diana Ramirez Zuniga, Christina
Tsiagkas and Mark Vieira . Other
Broncos in attendance included
Susana Garcia-Czarkowski '98,
M.A. '03; Greg Czarkowski '96, J.D.
'99; Susan Erwin M .A. '01; Angela
Lee M.A. '02; Maggie Malagan '93;
Lourdes (Madruga) Martin '96;
Raquel Paez; Kimberly Rodrigues

'03; Cathy (Crotty) Teran '69, J.D.
'97; and Mario Teran M.A.T. '72.
The couple lives in Santa Clara;
both are currently pursuing
master's degrees at SCU. Elsie B.C.
Rivas Gomez is the author of a
poetry chapbook, Swimming in EI
Rio Sumpul, which was published
by Finishing Line Press and nomi
nated for the 2005 Pushcart Prize.
(See Page 7-) She earned a mas
ter of fine arts degree in poetry
from San Diego State University
in 2004 and now teaches writ
ing full-time at Pasadena City
College. She lives in Pasadena
with her husband, Gabriel Dante
Rivas Gomez '00, who is in his
second year of the master of fine
arts program in dramatic writ
ing at the University of Southern
California. Jessica Keller married
Luke Leahy on Sept. 3 in Portland,
are. Attendants included class
mate Erin O'Boyle. The couple
lives in Portland. Carrie Lawler
and Marc McCullagh were mar
ried on May 28 at Mission Santa
Clara. Kevin O'Brien was in the
wedding party. The couple lives in
San Francisco. Pilar Menendez and
Tim Tragesser '98 were married
on Aug . 13 in Monterey. The wed
ding party included Megan Berry,
Hadley VanVactor, Jeff Cleveland
'97, Jeff Fioresi '98, and Troy Jones
'98. Pilar teaches second and third
grade in We st Linn, are. Tim is a
business development manager
for Polar Systems Inc. in Portland.
The couple honeymooned in the
Cook Islands and now lives in
Lake Oswego, are. Sarah Naumes
married Kevin Primerano on
June 4 at Sarah's parents' home
in Medford, are. The wedding
party included Rebecca Naumes
'03 and Katie (Barlag) Ackerman.
Alumni in attendance were
Christy Buttorff, Chris McClure,
Phil Scholz, Katie (Blok) Day, and
Emily Mounce. Mike Paye mar
ried April Valenzuela '00 on June
25 in Trinity Lake, Calif. The wed
ding party included SCU senior
Matt Paye, Tom Little, Casey
Fitzgerald, and Debbie Gates '00.
Wedding guests included Chris

Helin, Katie Harding, Stephanie
(Merlot) Aldworth '00, Matt Weis,
and Ellen Reis. The couple lives
in Campbell. Mike is a project
engineer for TBI Construction and
April is a ninth-grade English and
drama teacher at MenlO-Atherton
High School.
Mandy Redkey and Brian

O 2 Demmert were married on
Aug.5 at Clos LaChance Winery in
San Martin, Calif. The two met at
SCU during the summer before
their senior year. Mandy is an ele
mentary teacher in Sunnyvale and
Brian works at Silicon Valley Bank.

o3

Erin Ryan is living in
Phoenix and working as
an associate editor for the Arizona
Republic. She earned a master's
degree from the University of
Missouri School of Journalism .

04

Jennifer Kerwin married
Joseph Snyder on Sept.
3 at the Chapel on Echo Bay, Fox
,Is land, Wash .
Meghan Bass is an edi

O 5t orial assistant with

Thomson Wadsworth in Belmont,
Calif. Wadsworth is part of the
Thomson Corporation and is a
worldwide provider of higher edu
cation textbooks, software, and
Internet materials for the human
ities, social sciences, and behavior
al sciences. Lindsay Washburn and
Caitlin Bristol spent four weeks in
India in October with the Global
Volunteer Network to help the
coastal communities affected by
the 2004 tsunami south of the
city of Chennai.

Graduate
Fernando J. Gutierrez
J.D. '94 has begun a gay
spirituality book club at the First
Congregational Church of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., a United Church
of Christ, "a welcoming, open, and
affirming church, " he writes.
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the u.s. Marine Corps '943 -46,
attaining the rank of captain. He
27 in Napa. The couple lives in
lived and worked in California and
Belmont. Jason is an intellectual
retired to Sonora . He is survived
property litigator with the law
by his wife, Lorna; his chosen
Adaptability. That has been
firm of Carr & Ferrell in Palo Alto,
daughter, Linda; grandsons Robert
a constant in the life and
and Amy is a pediatric dermatolo
and Scott; and four great-grand
8 athletic career of Jamil Walker
>
gist in San Francisco.
children.
~ '04, the former Santa Clara
Jason Anderson J.D. mar·

O O ried Amy Gilliam on Aug.

Super Striker: Soccer pro Jamil
Walker '04 stays on the move

Thomas Patrick Gifford

Obituaries

5O Budd Brent Fullmer, July 2.

~

o

soccer sta r.
Since turning pro in 2003,

~ the 5-foot-ll striker has been
A World War II Purple Heart recipi
~
6 with three teams in major
ent as a Navy corpsman, he later
JOhn C. Geary, S.J., Feb. '4,
managed Standard Life Insurance
league soccer. "You see how
200 4 .
o
Company, served as director of
it everything works, and how
the Productivity Institute at the
quickly it can change," Walker
George Raymond Locke,
Arizona State University College
July '4. He played on SCU's
says of life in the business side of pro sports. "You have to keep focus
of Business, and as vice president
Sugar Bowl teams in '938 and
as a player."
at Tanner Construction. He is
'939. He served in the Navy dur
Walker has, because he had to. He began his MLS career with the
survived by his wife, Patricia Ann
ing World War II and was part of
San Jose Earthquakes, who took him in the fourth round of the MLS
Carroll
Boyd;
four
children;
a
fos
the post-war military administra
draft out of college. He came through with one goal and one assist
ter son; and nine grandchildren .
tion in Japan . After leaving the
in post-season play. Walker was a starter as San Jose won the MLS
military he became a construction
Edo S. Biasatti, June 6. A
Cup title match in 2003
contractor. Survivors include two
native of Houston, he was
Walker, 24, played in '0 games with two starts for San Jose in
sons a nd a grandchild.
called "The Bear" for his prowess
2004. After the season he was selected by Chivas USA (based in
on the football field. He scouted
Ernest Robert "Bob"
Carson, Calif.) in the MLS expansion draft.
for professional football teams
Bruntsch, July 24 . A native
But in March 2005, he was traded by Chivas to D.C. United for a
and was inducted into the Jesuit
of Campbell, he joined the Hawaii
second-round supplemental draft pick in 2007.
Sports Hall of Fame. He also was
Army Corps of Engineers and later
United won the MLS title in 2004 (its fourth overall) and Walker
a captain in the artillery division
worked for the Hawaii Pineapple
to add a second championship ring to his collection this season.
hopes
of the u.s. Army. He later was
Company. In '9S' he returned to
"We have a good, tight team. We are behind the coach 100 per
an
insurance
agent
for
more
San Jose where he developed har
cent. We are really meshing well. It is a good atmosphere in the
than 35 years. He is survived by
vesting and irrigation equipment
his
wife,
Lucia;
five
children;
and
locker room," he says, sitting at an interview table at RFK Stadium
at Wooldridge Manufacturing and
four grandchildren. E. Laurence
after a practice session.
Food Machinery Corporation. He
Schott, Aug . 29. A native of Santa
Walker says he is used to moving around. He was born in
later was a designer at Convair,
Clara, he was a retired partner of
Ryan , Solar, and Rockwell until he
Rochester, N.Y. but moved to northern Virginia during elementary
MacKay & Somps Civil Engineers.
retired in '980. He is survived by
school due to his father's executive job with Xerox. His family moved
He
was an active member of
his wife of 52 years,Jessie; si x chil
back to Rochester, where Walker graduated from high school.
the Bronco Bench and served in
dren; and nine grandchildren.
Walker played his freshman season at the Air Force Academy in
numerous capacities with Serra
Colorado
in '999. He then transferred to SCU and played three sea
International. He is survived by
Francis Milton Howe, Aug.
sons.
As
a
senior in 2002 he scored '4 goals and was named to the
his
wife
of
4'
years,
Joanne;
seven
25. A native of Paradise,

6

37
39

53

40

42

NSCAA/Adidas All-Far West team, the All-West Region team, and the
children; and '3 grandchild ren .
Calif., he served as a Naval offi
All-West Coast Conference first-team.
cer in World War II and founded
william G. Filice J,D.
"Santa Clara had a very good program with a lot of pretty good
Fremont Electric Supply Co.,
'59, Aug. 7. A native of
Howe-Yin Research, and Industrial
players coming out of there. The coaches were excellent. They
Richmond, Calif., he practiced law
Electric Manufacturing. He is
taught me a lot of the technical and tactical aspects," Walker says.
in San Jose from the late '950S
survived by his wife of 35 years,
Now he is back in the capital region, trying to find some stability
until 2002. For many years he was
Charlene; seven children; and 10
in his pro career. He scored a goal in a 3-0 win over his former team,
the attorney for SCU, The Roman
grandchildren . Robert Glenn Retti,
Chivas USA, in late August during a six-game span in which United
Catholic Diocese of San Jose, the
Sept. 11 . He attended SCU before
did not lose a game.
California
Province
of
the
Society
transferring to the University
of
Jesus,
and
several
business
and
-David
Driver is a freelance sportswriter based in Cheverly, Md.
of Southern California where
nonprofit corporations. He and his
he graduated from the Marshal
wife, Diane, moved to Pasadena
School of Business. He served in

54
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cl ss n
where in semi-retirement he was
special counsel in probate and
estate planning to the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Los
Angeles.
HUgh William Donovan,
Sept. '9, 2004. A native of
Reno, he served in the Army duro
ing World War II and retired as
a lieutenant colonel. Following
his active duty, he wa s employed
by General Electric for 28 years.
In 1963 he was selected national
chairman of Nuclear Material
Management, where he was the
top executive officer responsible
for control of nuclear materials
across the United States. He is
survived by a sister, three daugh·
ters, five grandchildren, and three
great-grandchildren. Allen Louis
Desmond, Feb. '4, 2004· He was
an aircraft carrier fighter pilot
for the u.s. Navy from 1956 to
'960 before beginning a career
as an engineer for Fairchild
Semiconductor. He earned a mas·
ter of science degree in systems
management from the University
of Southern California and later
earned his real estate broker's

5S

licen se, and was also employed
as a carpenter and painter. He is
survived by his wife, Jeanne, and
three sons.

60

Robert James Ennis J.D.
'66, June 9. After college,
he returned to Idaho and eventu
ally opened his own office, where
he specialized in real estate. He is
survived by his wife, Darlene '62;
sons Christopher and Matthew
'92; daughter Tiffany Andrade '96;
and five grandchildren.
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John Henry Coughlin, July
22. A native of Seattle, he
moved to Lake Tahoe after gradu
ating from SCU and worked in the
hotel industry for several years.
He returned to Seattle where he
was a licensed commercial real
estate broker until 1975. He then
wa s a camp manager responsible
for feeding and housing workers
who were building the Alaska
Oil Pipeline. He is survived by his
wife , li nda .

62

William M . Butler J.D.
'71, July 19. A native of
Brooklyn, he worked for the

• Connect wi th friends through
messaging, photo albums, blogs.
• Network for jobs, housing, and
social activities.
• Create and join groups based
on common interest·

Internal Revenue Service and
Arthur Young and Co. before prac·
ticing law in the Bay Area from
'972 until he retired to Florida in
December 2004. He is survived by
his wife, Kathryn ; three children ;
and si x grandchildren . Philip Paz,
July 29. A native of Youngstown ,
Ohio, he served in the Marine
Corps and worked for Long's
Drugs, whe re he ret ired as vice
president of marketing. He is
survived by his wife of 43 years,
Shirley; two children and two
grandchildren.

66

Terrag Wayne "Terry"
Bradley, July 23- A native of
South San Francisco, he worked for
IBM and later for Hewlett Packard,
from which he retired in '996. He
is survived by his wife, Betty.

67

JaCk Idiart, July 28. He
put his marketing skills
to work as a salesman at Roos·
Atkin s, Macy's, and Grodin's. He
al so worked as a cab driver in
San Francisco. He later moved
to Capitola and was known as
the unofficial mayor of Capitola
Village. He is survived by his
siblings, Kelly '71 and Roger '75;
nephew John Raber '86; and niece
Rebecca Idiart '04.

68

Raymond Garassino MBA
'71, Aug. 9. He had recently
retired after 25 years as treasurer
of Robert Mondavi Winery. He is
survived by his wife, Jane; and sis·
ter, Denise Jones.

69

Charles L. Stoner, Aug.
'3- He was a chemical
engineer, mathematician , and
research scientist, and a Navy
veteran. He is survived by his
wife, Gayle; two daughters; one
stepdaughter; a brother; and one
granddaughter.

7'
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Ronald Rissone, Feb. 3- A
native of Reno, he served in
the Army from 1956 to '958 and
later owned and operated Seven
Diamonds Cleaners for 25 years.
He is survived by his wife, Melina ;
and sons Peter, Marc '88, and Todd .

77

Robert Jefferey Barich, July

18. A native of Oceanside,

he was a banker with Comerica
Bank in San Jose. He is survived by
six brothers a nd sisters.

Graduate
Obituaries

64

Richard Wald MBA, Aug.
9. A native of Kansas City,
he earned a bachelor of science
degree in industrial management
from the University of California
Los Angeles, and a doctorate from
the University of Arkansas. He
served in the Navy from '943 to
1946, attaining the rank of lieu
tenant junior grade. He worked
in the aerospace industry until
1967, and then taught at several
universities. He is survived by five
children.

68

William M . Dubbin J.D.,
Feb. 3- A long-time reserv·
ist with the Coast Guard, he
retired in 1985 as a commander.
Afte r receiving his law degree he
subsequently became a family
law specialist and practiced in
San Jose for 35 years. He was very
active in San Jose State alumni
affairs and also in many commu
nity organizations. He is survived
by his wife, Sally, two children,
and five grandchildren.
William Douglas Hays J.D.,
Feb. 6. He practiced law in
Bakersfield and Irvine and later
moved to Northern California
where he sold real estate and
worked as a finance and insur
ance manager for a large auto
dealership. He is survived by two
si sters and three brothers. Rev.
William O'Connor M.A., April
5. Born, rai sed and ordained in
Ireland, he came to the U.S. in
1953- Having served at several
location s in California , he settled
in San Jose and was a hospital
chaplain for 20 years in addition
to having a private counseling
practice and serving as a par

73

83

ish priest . He is survived by his
Peter C. Jensen MBA, Aug.
brother, Hugh, of Kildare, Ireland.
21,2004. An accountant
and auditor, he was most recently
George F. Reynolds M.A., Dec. '5,
the CFO of the Park City Group.
2004 . An Air Force veteran, he
He is survived by a daughter.
established a counseling prac
tice and ran family workshops
Elizabeth l. Diether M.A.,
throughout Northern California .
April
8, 2005. She was a
As a young man he performed
teacher, Girl Scout leader and
with choirs and quartets and later
active member of the Catholic
enjoyed fishing and golf and was
Church. She is survived by three
a lifelong Mason. He is survived
children and two grandchildren.
by a daughter and two grandsons.
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In Memoriam
William Coste'iloe Spohn,
director of SCU's Bannan
Center for Jesuit Education
from 1998 to 2004, passed

away on Aug. 3 from com
plications of brain cancer.
A native of Washington,

D.C., he was raised in San
JOhn E.McGowan M.S.,
Birk S. McCandless MBA,
Francisco and graduated
Nov. 30, 2004. He is sur
March 15. As president of
from St. Ignatius Preparatory
vived by his wife, Vivian.
McCandless Companies, he was a
School in Ig62. After serving
developer of commercial proper
in the Jesuit novitiate at Los
Todd A. Norton J.D., March
ties and was widely known for his
28,2005. He was an attor
Gatos,
he earned a bachelor
Santa Clara restaurant, Birk's. He
ney in Encino, Calif. He is survived
of
arts
degree from Gonzaga
was active on the boards of sev
by his wife, Pamela, and two sons.
University in 1968, a master's degree from Gonzaga in 1969,
eral organizations. He is survived
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89

by three daughters.
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Jane H. Wiens M .A.,Aug.
28, 2004.

9S
99

a doctorate in 1978 from the University of Chicago, and a
master of divinity degree (1974) and an S.T.l. (lg81) from the

Donald Springer MBA,
Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley.
Aug. 13- Don was a veteran
He left the Jesuit order and married Martha Ellen Stortz of
Beau James Beresford,
of the U.S. Navy, serving on the
Aug. 25, 2004.
Oakland in 1996.
USS Enterprise during Vietnam.
Well-known for his work in the fields of scripture and eth
After earning a master of science
ics,
Roman Catholic moral theology, and American philosophy
degree in statistics from Hayward
and theology, he served on the faculties of the Jesuit School of
University and an MBA from SCU,
Theology and SCU, where he held the Augustin Cardinal Bea
he served as an adjunct profes
sor in the College of Science and
Engineering at Seattle University.
Don is survived by Judy, his wife
of 35 years; daughter Clarissa ;
sons Jonathan, Joel, and Stephen;
several grandchildren; and his
sister, Joyce Burrill.
Robert M. Miglian J.D.,
March 8. A Navy enlistee,
his military career spanned World
War II to Vietnam. After the
completion of his Navy career, he
taught history and then practiced
law in Santa Clara. He is survived
by a daughter.
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Eleanor Long-Wilgus,

chair in theology and Christian ethics.
Remembered as a riveting teacher and a respected

former teacher at SCU, May 8.

scholar, he wrote widely on applied ethics, moral theology,

Educated at Portland State

and spirituality.

College, Portland University,

University President Paul Locatelli, S.J. called Spohn's pass

and UCLA, she taught Folklore,

ing "a great personal loss and an even greater loss for our

Comparative Mythology, and

University community."

Medieval Literature at four

"Bill had a brilliant mind, a loving heart, and a special ability

universities between 1968

to make the most complex of subjects clear and understand

and 1985. Her teaching career

able to others," Locatelli said. "We are grateful for and blessed

at SCU was from 1968 to '975.

by his years of service to Santa Clara University, especially his

She wrote extensively about

leadership of the Bannan Center. He was the epitome of the

narrative folk songs and pop
teaching scholar-well recognized for his teaching and his
ular superstitions. In 1993 she

scholarly work. His intelligence, wit, and deep commitment to

moved to Chapel Hill, N.C. and

the Jesuit ideal of faith doing justice will be sorely missed."

donated her extensive folk
He is survived by his wife, Marty, and his five brothers and
Robert (Bob) M. Vezzolini,
lore archives to the Southern
sisters: Richard B. Spohn, Mary Spohn Romo, Vincent Martin
J.D., Aug. 12. He was a
Folklife Collection at the
member of the California Bar
Spohn, Catherine Wolff, and Michael Spohn.
Association and a practicing
University of North Carolina.
For more tributes to Bill Spohn, visit:
attorney for 27 years. He is sur
She was a member of many
www.scu.edu/ignatiancenter/bannan/billspohn.
vived by his wife, Loni, and three
associations related to her
children.
field and also of the Society
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of Friends. She is survived by
JOhn A. Cole Jr. M.A.,
three
children.
April". A family coun
selor, he is survived by his wife,
Veronica.
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The consequences of preemptive war in
Iraq: sta bility or chaos in the Middle East?
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By William Stover
t's been more than two years since
the United States military deposed
the Iraqi regime of Saddam Hussein
in a preemptive war. Security and
economic assistance have flowed into
the new Iraq, citizens have elected a
national assembly, and negotiations
over a future constitutional government
have been vigorously pursued in the
midst of a persistent and increasingly
violent insurgency.
Vv'here is this leading? Are we pro
gressing toward greater stability in Iraq
and the broader Middle East, or is the
region headed for even more chaos)
Let's begin by defining these two
terms. By chaos, I mean continued vio
lence and instability within and between
Mddle Eastern countries as well as
terrorism in the United States, Europe,
and Israel, a country with which we
have a very special relationship. This
would produce even higher oil prices,
rising interest rates, and inflation. It
would also decrease our ability to man
age security problems in other parts of
the world due to our decreased military
and economic resources as well as pub
lic exhaustion with the war.
Stability is more than the absence
of chaos. It would require peace with
justice in the region so that some of
the terrorists' motivation and recruit
ing ability would be curtailed. It would
include economic development, the
creation of democratic institutions, a
commitment to human rights and law,
and public support both for domestic
regimes and the regional international
political system.
Iraq's future will play an important
role in determining whether chaos or
stability will prevail. Let's consider
several possible scenarios.
The first might be an American
success. Iraq becomes a democratic
republic, a cohesive country with a
central government committed to

I
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human rights and the rule of law.

It would probably consist of three
regional administrative areas: one in
the north (Kurdistan), a second in the
south for the Shia Muslims, and a third
in the in the so-called Sunni Triangle.
To get there, Iraq would need a
viable constitution; an election to
approve it; and another election to
install Iraq's first constitutional gov
ernment. Along the way, Iraq must
develop security forces-both military
and police-a judicial system, and
economic development that provides
basic services like water and electricity,
and favors indigenous Iraqi compa
nies over multinational corporations.
The newly emerging government
would also have to settle land disputes,
particularly in Kirkuk where Kurds
seek to place that city with its vast
oil resources under Kurdish control.
Regional borders between the Sunni,
Shia, and Kurdish areas would also
need to be delineated.
This is a lot to ask a country that has
suffered ethnjc and religious conflict
and has little experience with democra
cy. In fact, the border issues and the fate
of Kirkuk could lead to further violence
instead of integration and national
cohesion. Moreover, if security forces
become too strong too quickly, it
could lead to military interference in
politics and a potential coup d'etat.
Another altemative might be a civil
war in Iraq with the country breaking
up into three separate states. In the
north, Turkey may be tempted to inter
vene to prevent Kurdish independence,
and this could involve Iran and Syria,
states with sizeable Kurdish minorities.
In the south, a Shia state might seek
support from Iran whose population
is also Shia. The Sunnis in the central
part of the country might join the fray,
probably using guerrilla warfare and
terrorism to assert their interests.

William James Stover is an associate
professor in the SCU Department of
Political Science.

These developments could risk
wider war with civil strife becoming an
international conflict involving Iraq,
Iran, Syria, Turkey, possibly Jordan,
Saudi Arabia, and NATO .
\Nhat do you think that would do to
the price of oil and the export of terror
ism to Europe and North America)
If Iraq succeeds in establishing
a stable, cohesive, and democratic
republic with a commitment to human
rights and international law, it would
have the potential to become a power
ful state in the region. It has oil, water,
and a very talented population. How
long would it take Iraq to turn its
attention to what its people consider
an unjust and illegal conflict between
Israel and the Palestinians?
\Vithout a solution to this problem
that Arabs and Muslims consider fair
and just, Iraq could not be a peace
partner to Israel, nor could it accept
the United States' support for Israeli
policy in the West Bank.
I find none of these likely scenarios
moving in the direction of peace,
democracy, human rights, and the rule
of law. Our preemptive war will pres
ent us with continued chaos rather than
stability in the region, good reason for
the United States to have avoided such
armed involvement in the ,\I[iddle East.
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D ECE MBER
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East Bay

8

Sac;ramento

Ev~nt

Contact

Contact Info

Warriors V5. Suns
Bask~ball Game
Annual Holiday Reception

SCU Alumni Office

866-554-6800

coming attractions

Colleen and Stu
916-482-6408
______________________________________ F_~_u__'8~3________________~----8
San Diego
Holiday Post-Work Reception
Kevin McMahon '92 kevin@mcmahonsteel.com
12
SCU Alumni
Afternoon of Reflection with
Mary Modeste
408-554-5120
Assodation
Tom Powers, SJ.
Smo~er '81
~~~~----~~~~~------------~
----------------------------- 

JA NU ARY
16

17
21

21

Join emerging and established

San Diego
Men's Basketball V5. USD
Center for SCieJ1ce, Rethinking your China Strategy
Technolo ,and ___....<...._____________
5ociety
los Angeles
Men's Basketball vs. LMU &
Reception
Sacramento
Mexican Fiesta and Bingo Night

21

San Jose

Habitat for Humanity

28

San Jose

Annual Pasta Feed and
Basketball Game

Kevin McMahon '92 kevln@mcmahonsteel.com
Sherrill Dale
sdale@scu.edu
408 -551-6027
Mlchela Montalto '94 michela.montalto@
indymacbank.com
___________
Mark '8o and Nancy
Ferro HON '8o
Mary Modeste
Smoker '81
Alumni Office

916"359-4249
ferr05@iglide.net
408-554-)120

Spokane

11

los An~les

11
12

San Diego
los Angeles

12

San Jose

17-18

SCU University
Relations
San Francisco

20

24-25 SCU University
Relations
San Jose
.25

and beyond for performances of
new and cutting-edge music. This
year's New Music Festival features
guest composer Chen Vi, as well
as music by Alvin Singleton, Alex
Shapiro, and resident faculty

408-554-6800

composer Pamela Layman Quist.
The weekend's events will include
performances by students and

FE BR UARY
-t

composers from the Bay Area

Men's Basketball vs. Gonzaga
& Reception
St. Agnes School FiX-Up Day
Alumni Family Mass & Reception
Alumni Family Mass & Brunch

Alumni Office

866-554-6800

Kathleen Doherty '65
Kevin McMahon '92
Micheli! Montalto '94

kath~731@yahoo.com

Home Safe Shelter Valentines
Dinner
Senior Parent Weekend

Mary Modeste
Smoker '81
Development Office

408-554-5120

Men's Basketball vs. USF &
Reception
FreshmeJ1, Sophomore, &
Junior PareJ1t Weekend
SKNSTutoring and 5CU
Basketball Game

Alumni Office

866-554-6Soo

Development Office

408"-554-44 00

Mary Modeste
Smoker 'SI

408-554-5120

Habitatfor Humanity

Mary Modeste
Smoker 'SI

408-554-5120

Lisa and Dick
Shanahan 'So
lynn Brysacz 'S3
Kevin McMahon '92

dlshanahan@comcast.net or
916-863-0717
Ibrysaa@twccaLorg
kevin@mcrnahonsteeJ.com

faculty as well as San Francisco's
Citywinds, baritone Thomas

kevin@mcmahonsteel.com
michela.montalto@
indymacbank.com

Buckner '64, and a new work by
recent music graduate, Sam Pluta
'01.

For tickets and information,

call 408-554-4428 or visit www.
scu.edulcas/music/nmf/.

408 -554-44 00
Baritone Thomas Buckner '64 will
perform at the 2006 festival.

MA RCH
4

Peninsula

'7

Sacramento

1:5
2S

Phoenix
San Diego

23

LosAngeles

29

San Francisco

-----

st. Patrick's Day Luncheon with
Usf and St. Mary's

Service Project
Third Annual Alumni Wine
Tasting BusTour
Santa Claran of the Year Dinner Mlchela Montalto '94 michela.montalto
@indymacbank.com
Annual Alumni Dinner
Alumni Office
408'554-6800
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